DOWN TIME
Tigers suffer harsh
defeat at hands of
Demon Deacons.
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TRIUMPHANT: Coach Larry Shyatt celebrates with players and fans (above)
while Tony Stockman and Will Solomon jumpforjoy after the win (right).

HOLU ARMSTRONG

sports editor

It was the most improbable of
circumstances.
Top-ranked North Carolina
entered Littlejohn Coliseum riding
an 18-game winning streak. The
Tigers were looking to ride out a
streak of their own, having found
themselves trapped in the ACC cellar with eight consecutive loses.
But when all was said and done,
it was the oft-scrutinized Tigers
that broke out and stunned the Tar
Heels, 75-65.
Clemson Head Coach Larry
Shyatt, with tears beginning to
break, left the court in search of his
wife who was seated a few rows
behind the Tiger bench. All he
wanted was a hug from the one person who had stood by him through
this trying season.
The Clemson players who were
hours, if not days, earlier suffering
from what Shyatt referred to as
"symptoms of frustration" could be

seen pumping fists and pointing
fingers in a celebratory fashion.
The sold-out crowd, which at
times during the season was nonexistent, spilled over onto the court
screaming in joy and disbelief.
"The place was just electric," said
junior Lee Culp
"I hoped we would have learned
lessons as we lost, feeling like sooner or later we are going to grab a big
one," Shyatt said. "My hope is that
we learn what a wonderful feeling
this can be, and even if we fall short,
let's go out and try to grab that feeling again."
No high-profile analyst could
have predicted a sweeter moment.
Both teams touted go-to guys in
Clemson's Will Solomon and
Carolina's Joseph Forte. UNC also
featured two football players on
their respected roster, but the Tigers
had their own improbable heroes to
counter Goliath.
Freshmen Tony Stockman,
Jamar McKnight and Chris Hobbs
along with sophomore Tomas

Emotional Aftermath of
indfaii Earthquake
When an earthquake hit
India, the country was physically and emotionally ravaged. A University student
responds to the turmoil in his
home country.

Nagys filled in the gaps and paved
the way to victory.
"Today was their day," North
Carolina Head Coach Matt Doherty
said.
Solomon put Clemson in position for a victory before being
forced to sit after collecting his
fourth foul. Nagys and McKnight
combined on a 7-0 run that started
on a McKnight jumper.
Nagys, who finished with five
points and six rebounds, then during the run he hit a rare threepointer from the top of the key,
which he followed up with a short
jumper. A pass from Nagys to
McKnight for an alley-oop capped
the run, putting the Tigers on top
56-47.
"I told the media last week that
we could beat any team in the ACC,
but they didn't believe me," Nagys
said. "When we play as a team, we
can beat any team; when we start
playing one-on-one, everything
breaks down."
"I could have just backed down

and said, Aw, forget it, I won't worry
about the season' and put my head
down, but I continued to push,"
McKnight, who finished with 8
points said.
With a minute remaining
Stockman and Hobbs put North
Carolina away. Stockman raced
down court and rocketed up a
three-pointer that was nothing but
net. It was over.
Solomon, who finished with 26
points, set a screen that allowed
Hobbs to get open and connect on a
reverse layup.
"I'm just happy to see the young
guys do well," Solomon said. "It has

been rough because we are a bunch
of young guys and it is easy to point
the finger. This is a big confidence
builder for us."
It was the first time this season
that the team executed a balanced
attack inside and outside. The
Tigers committed a season low
seven turnovers, while holding the
Tar Heels to 38.2 percent field goal
shooting. It was North Carolina's
worst offensive outing all year.
There was nothing lackadaisical
about Clemson's performance.
"There weren't enough moments
for everybody, but I hope they all
enjoyed it," said Shyatt.
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Beneficial service or a bane to record
companies? Regardless of your outlook, Napster is shutting down. The
Tigershouts out in defense of the
online music service

faculty and Staff Say "No" to Higher Education Budget Cuts
Reminding state legislators that "higher education is education,"
University Faculty Senate and Classified Staff Commission representatives have passed resolutions opposing Gov. Hodges' proposed 15 percent budget cut for all state agencies except K-12 education.
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Police arrest suspects in Dartmouth murders
MARK BUBRISKI & MAGGIE SHNAVERSON
The Dartmouth(Dartmouth College)

Authorities arrested the two
teenagers wanted for the murders
of Half and Susanne Zantop at
around 4 a.m. Monday morning in
rural New Castle, Ind.
Henry County Sheriff Kim
Cronk said Robert Tulloch, 17, and
James Parker, 16, were arrested
Monday morning, but he declined
to give specifics of the arrest
except to say that the boys were
apprehended without a struggle.
New Castle is 45 miles east of
Indianapolis, Cronk said.
At a news conference Monday
afternoon at the Hanover Police
Department, Attorney General
Philip McLaughlin confirmed
that the suspects had been apprehended.
McLaughlin thanked agencies
and individuals involved in
apprehending Parker and Tulloch
but released no details regarding
the motive of the teenagers or evidence involved in charging them
with the crime.
Authorities did not confirm or
deny reports saying that one of
the boys bought a 12-inch blade
knife on the Internet.
Orange County Sheriff Dennis
McClure had said earlier Monday
fingerprints of the teens taken
Thursday when New Hampshire
investigators questioned them in
Chelsea matched prints at the
crime scene.
McLaughlin confirmed that
fingerprints were taken, but
would not confirm that their fingerprints matched ones found at
the scene.
McClure also said the boys had
purchased a military-style knife

on the Internet before the murders, but would not confirm that it
was the murder weapon.
McLaughlin said McClure
acted inappropriately in releasing
the knife information, but still
would not confirm that the boys
purchased the knife.
Investigators have said that
they believed Parker and Tulloch
brought the unconfirmed murder
weapon into the home and brutally murdered the Zantops by stabbing them multiple times in the
head and chest.
Meanwhile, McLaughlin also
thanked Sergeant Bill Ward, an
Indiana police officer, who has
been credited with the discovery
and arrest of the Vermont teens.
"What I found remarkable was
how normal and uncommon
[Ward] thought that this service
was," McLaughlin said of the officer, who posed as a truck driver on
his CB radio and intercepted a call
from a driver transporting the
boys.
The driver sent a request out
over the radio for another trucker
to take Parker and Tulloch farther
west. The driver did not know at
the time that the teenagers were
wanted by the police.
Through his radio and acting
under the pretense of being a
truck driver^ Ward said he could
pick the two boys up and offered
to meet them at a truck stop fueling station. There, the pair was
arrested by two other officers,
Deputies Landon Dean and Chris
Newkirk.
The officers, McLaughlin said,
"tried to act surreptitiously and
not let their cars be seen," at the
apprehension scene and were successful.
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IN CUSTODY: Robert Tulloch, 17, and James Parker, 16, have been arrested in the stabbing deaths of two
Dartmouth professors.
"This is a turning point in this
particular case," McLaughlin told
reporters gathered at the conference.
McLaughlin thanked Vermont
and New Hampshire State Police,
Vermont
Attorney
General
William Sorrell, as well as the
Boston Bureau of the FBI.
In addition, McLaughlin especially called to attention the "stalwart" work of Hanover Police
Chief Nick Giaccone, acknowledging that it must have been
hard for the officer to conduct the
investigation because of his closeness to the people in the small
town.
McLaughlin praised Giaccone

for being "a champion of the
humanity" involved in the case.
"I want to express my appreciation and respect for the professionalism [of all involved]," he
added.
FBI Assistant Special Agent
John Pistol thanked members of
the trucking industry for aiding
officials in tracking precisely
where and when Parker and
Tulloch were travelling.
The boys are being charged
with unlawful flight to avoid
arrest, in addition to state murder
charges.
When asked by reporters about
the motive Parker and Tulloch
might have had in killing the two

professors, McLaughlin said
"We're continuing to investigate
and inquire into that question,"
but he released no further details.
McLaughlin expressed deep
sympathy for the daughters of
Half and Susanne Zantop, saying
"for them, time stopped on Jan. 27."
Chief Giaccone berated the
media for the recent story that
was published claiming that Half
Zantop had an affair which was
related to the motives for the
killings.
"Suffice it to say that as certain
as the Zantops didn't deserve to
die, they certainly don't need to
have their names smeared it
print," he said.

NEWS

•Iraqi media threatened to punish Kuwait and Saudi Arabia! It
accused the two countries of helping with United States and
British air strikes against sites around Baghdad. The United
States and Britain say their planes hit facilities that Iraq has
used to organize its defenses against planes patrolling no-fly
zones. The U.S. and Britain said Iraq cannot fly its planes over
those areas of its territory.
•Brazil's largest-ever prison uprising was resolved after
inmates seized control of Latin America's largest jail. They took
guards hostage and held nearly 8,000 visitors inside. The rebellion at this prison sparked similar revolts in 28 other prisons and
jails in Brazil. At least 12 inmates were killed.
•Indian army gunners opened fire on two Pakistani reconnaissance planes flying in India's air space. One plane was
believed to have been shot down. Indian ground troops had
spotted them and opened fire, forcing them to return. The Indian
military was looking for wreckage in the area, but it appeared
that they had crossed over into Pakistani territory.
•Dale Earnhardt, 49, died instantly last Sunday at Daytona
500 after losing control of his car on the final lap and slamming
head-on into a concrete wall at 180 mph. An autopsy could not
determine whether Earnhardt's decision not to wear a new protective device called the Head and Neck Safety System contributed to his death.
•Germany's Central Council for Jews said it is preparing to
take legal action against Internet service providers that host
neo-Nazi and far-right web sites.
•In a 1,000 page report by the U.N.'s Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change, it reported that massive flooding, disease and drought could hit rich and poor countries around the
world in coming decades if global warming is not halted.
Scientists, in a report looked over by 300 experts, said they foresaw glaciers melting, animal and plant species becoming
extinct, farmland turning to desert, and small island states sunk
beneath the sea.
•A senior FBI counterintelligence expert, Robert Philip
Hanssen, has been charged with gravely damaging U.S. security by spying for Moscow for at least 15 years. Authorities say
he gave the KGB the names of three Russian intelligence
agents working for the United States in exchange for cash and
diamonds. If convicted, he will be eligible for the death penalty.
•Moms and dads are now patrolling the Mall of America. The
team of about 30 parents, who call themselves the Mighty
Moms and Dedicated Dads, wear green baseball caps and
identification tags. They remind kids and teens to behave properly and that after a certain time, all minors under 16 must have
an adult supervisor.
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Minnesota Daily (U. Minnesota)
University of Minnesota freshman Jonathan Thielen died of
apparent alcohol-related asphyxiation in Bailey Hall on Saturday
morning. He was 19.
Thielen, a General College student from Fridley Minn., had been
drinking beer in the St. Paul dormitory along with at least seven other
University students, according to
an initial police investigation.
Thielen fell asleep around midnight, vomited in his sleep and
apparently choked to death,
University officials said Sunday.
University police and paramedics received a 911 call Saturday
at about 11 a.m. reporting a student
unconscious in a Bailey Hall room.
The Ramsey County Medical
Examiner declared Thielen dead at
the scene.
"This is a parent's worst nightmare, a University's worst nightmare," said Robert Bruininks,
University executive vice president
and provost. "This is a nightmare
for the community."
Thielen's parents declined an
interview.
Thielen's death is the first
attributed to alcohol at a Twin
Cities' campus residence hall. He
was not a Bailey Hall resident.
Bruininks said the case remains
under University police investigation and that the University has
launched a comprehensive review
of residence hall alcohol-use policies.
Thielen graduated from Fridley
High School last spring where he
played for the school's football,
wrestling and baseball teams.
"He was a quality kid, and well
liked by many people," said John
Freitager, Thielen's high school
baseball coach. "He was a positive
person at the high school."
Gary Hartman, Fridley High
School wrestling coach, said he
was shocked to hear of Thielen's
death.
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TRAGEDY: A student died of asphyxiation at the Univ. of Minnesota.
"Jon was a great kid. He wasn't a
partier," Hartman said. "This isn't
the typical Jon you would think of.
You can't talk to a person who didn't like this kid. The community is
in utter shock."
Thielen had a strong interest in
math and science.
"He was really funny and athletic, but he was a smart kid, too."
said Roger Welter, a high school
wrestling teammate.
The Office of the General
Counsel and the Office of Student
Development will lead the
University investigation into
Thielen's death and the alcohol
policy review.
"We want to determine the facts
surrounding this incident so we
can take appropriate steps in
response, including any appropriate disciplinary actions," said
Bruininks in a statement. "We

want to know if there's anything
more the University can do to help
educate students about the dangers
of excessive alcohol use, or to set
and enforce policies against underage alcohol use in our residence
halls."
Thielen's death occurred on a
substance-free floor in Bailey
Hall's East wing. Residence hall
staff said they received no complaints or noise violations regarding the room where the drinking
reportedly took place.
University policy forbids alcohol in residence hall rooms where
students under 21 years of age are
present. On substance-free floors,
alcohol is not permitted at all.
Sarah Schroeder, a Bailey Hall
community advisor, said most of
the students involved in the incident left Bailey after police questioning.
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New residence hall is a fall 2001 housing option
^Residence hall will be
coed with suite-style rooms.
CAROLYN LEMERE

staff writer

Clemson students now have
new housing options for the
upcoming 2001-2002 academic
year.
Students signing up for
University housing now have two
new options available, the new
west campus residence hall and
the new east campus apartments.
These buildings will both be
available for the fall. Names have
currently not been decided for the
two new
residences.
The
University's Board of Trustees
will make that decision soon.
The west campus residence
hall is being constructed behind
the residence halls of Geer and
Sanders and overlooks the
Memorial Stadium.
Yeargin Construction, Inc. of
Greenville
and
Little
&
Associates Architectures of
Charlotte have both been working
on the project, which began in
1999.
According to Greg Padgett, student services manager of
University Housing, the new residence hall will be completed during this upcoming summer.
."We try to improve every time
we build here,'' Padgett added.
Students' opinions play a
major roll in the decisions and
plans that the University Housing
department makes.
The new four-story residence
hall will be coed and hold 300
suite-style rooms, similar to the
Holmes and McCabe residence
halls.
Two students will share a room
and there will be two rooms sharing one bathroom. Private rooms
will not be available. The rooms
are furnished with beds, desks,
and chests of drawers.
The lower level of the building
is very spacious and will contain

a computer lab, a large laundry
room and an area to hold meetings or functions. There is also
more space on each floor for
lounges to hold private functions
or to have social gatherings. These
central areas have large glass
windows overlooking the stadium. The entire residence hall will
be smoke-free.
Construction on the new east
campus apartments has recently
been finished. "They were completed ahead of schedule," Padgett
said.
These apartments are now
available for students to sign up to
live in for the fall semester. They
will house approximately 360
upper-class students. The apartments are adjacent to the Lightsey
Bridge apartments and will share
the Lightsey Commons Building.
The Commons Building holds
such amenities as a laundry
room, a meeting room with a
kitchen, and a computer lab.
There are 90 new apartments
which will hold four students in
each apartment. The main feature
of these apartments is that each
student will get his or her own
private bedroom. The students
will share the kitchen, living
room and bathroom. Similar to
Lightsey Bridge, each bedroom is
already furnished with a bed,
desk and chest of drawers. The
living rooms, however, are not furnished, allowing the students to
personalize the living area. These
apartments also have more spacious bathrooms than other oncampus apartments.
The new residence hall and
apartments do cost a little more
than other on-campus housing
choices.'
"The costs were proposed and
approved by the Board of
Trustees," Padgett said.
The rooms in the west campus
residence hall will be $1,595 per
student, per semester. This compares to $1,015 per semester for a
double room in Geer or Young
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CHOICES: This still-unnamed residence hall is a new optionfor students looking/or afresh housinglocation.
Halls and $1,290 per semester for
a double in Holmes.
The East Campus Apartments
will cost $1,875 per semester.
Lightsey Bridge apartments currently cost $1,465 per semester.
Padgett stated, "The main reason
for the increase in cost for the new
apartments is because of the single bedrooms."
An open house was held on
Feb. 2 at the new apartments.
Padgett reported that approximately 400 to 500 visitors came
to see the latest addition to oncampus living. "All of the students really liked them," he
added.
Transportation and security
are other topics that have been
discussed for the east campus
apartments.
"Security is always a concern.

The area will be well lighted,"Padgett said.
The CAT bus will be stopping
at the Lightsey Commons
Building for the students in the
new apartments. The Commons
Building is about the same distance to most of the apartments
in the area. According to Padgett,
because of the number of new
students that will be living there,
another bus stop could be added
in the future if there is a need for
one.
Many other changes concerning University housing are also
currently taking place. Johnstone
E and F will be closed after this
year. Students will not have the
option of signing up for these residences for the next academic
year.
They will be removed during

the summer of 2002.
Johnstone sections A and A
Annex will remain open, but will
now be coed by floor. Also, Byrnes
will become an all male-residence hall. University Housing is
now in the progress of planning
what to do next.
"We'll be listening to students'
ideas and opinions so that things
will be even better than what
we've already been doing,"
Padgett said.
In order to secure a spot in one
of the new on-campus residences,
students must act quickly.
Students currently enrolled at the
University have until March 9 to
sign up for housing for the fall.
The on-campus apartment online
sign-up began on Feb. 7. The
online'residence hall sign-up will
begin on March 6.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Free music society—
down with the RIAA
The RIAA needs to update with the
times or be left behind by the consumer
With the impending death of a
free-music Internet via the soon to
be toll-pricing of Napster, students
around the nation are overloading
service providers, cramming their
hard drives with virtual musical
tomes. It has gotten so bad that the
University even sent out a mass
email about it Imagine that. But if
the Recording Industry Association
of America thinks that by shutting
down Napster it has effectively
stopped Internet music pirating, it
has another thing coming.
The first thing that needs to be
done is to dispell the industry's idea
that being able to download a song
off the Internet does not, and never
will, cut into CD sales Booming
album sales over the past year
(think teenie-bop sensations)
proves this point to a tee. If anything, Internet music allows people
to "preview" an album and then
decide whether or not the CD
deserves being bought. When
someone becomes a fan of a band
they have downloaded, then the
true fans would definitely buy the
album.
If the RIAA is really worried
about a loss in sales, then perhaps it
should move more toward lowering
the price of CDs to a more accessible price that is closer to production
costs. When a blank CD in reality
costs but a couple of cents and
pressing information on to it is but
a few dollars, then it seems that
lowering prices to reflect the costs
may indeed further increase sales
Perhaps instead of Napster raping
the artists, the RIAA should stop
raping the consumers.
Foward-thinking artists have
already turned to the Internet as a
promotional powerhouse that has
the potential of creating some sort
of stardom. Napster itself has a new
- artist section that helps get out the

names of otherwise unknown
bands. Artists like the Beastie Boys
and Public Enemy have also turned
their star-power toward promoting
themselves, in essence nullifying
the RIAA as the middle man. No
wonder the RIAA might be upset.
Yet another positive of this
whole new-fangled Internet music
would be that it would force artists
to put out better albums as a whole.
The RIAA would have to look
beyond producing and promoting
these one-hit wonders whose CD as
a collective sucks. The hype would
be taken out of the RIAA and actual promotion of the artist as a whole
would begin to occur, thus improving the overall quality of the music
that is piped over radio stations
across the nation. The RIAA has an
opportunity to move with the times
or be left behind as obsolete.
Napster is only the tip of the iceberg as far as bootlegging goes. Free
music has always existed and
always will. The ball has now been
played into the executive court.
Regardless of whether or not it is
said, the RIAA is attacking consumers when it tries to shut down
Internet trading. Instead of fighting
its most precious commodity, the
industry should embrace the new
opportunities that technology has
provided. If it chooses to ignore the
forward movement, it should not
expect the consumers to do the
same. The customer will always be
looking for the best deal, and right
now, the RIAA is definitely not it.
The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view of
THE TIGER senior staff. In representing the majority view, the lead editorial
may not represent the individual view
of any particular member.
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The University gets an F-... for not trying
Every child dreams of growing
receive an abnormal amount of
up to become a great person.
recognition.
Changing the world and helpThe worst case is when the
ing people are all credible reasons.
University hand picks students and
And every student should have a
gives them the almighty title of "the
reason to become great.
best of the best." Essentially, the
But wait, not so fast. There may University believes they are the ones
be potential in every student, but on who will "lead us in the new generathis campus, I say not. People are tion" The mentality is that the rest
wasting their opportunities. Most of campus is just here to get an edudon't know what's happening.
cation, so who cares about them, and
But whose
those "highly acadefault is that?
mically-driven" stuWhy are peodents are here for
Adora
ple not meetmore, so let's give
ing
their
Cheung
them more.
utmost potenassistant
Apparently, some
tial? Simple
people are better
lews editor
question with
than others are. No
a
simple
longer are we equals
answer. The University is to blame but rather we are divided.
for the problem.
This division can be very
First, the University wastes too demeaning for some but also it can
much time devoting all of its atten- be very discouraging for those less
tion to particular students. It has fortunate. Who will succeed now begun to ignore the majority and the person who is handed an opporfocus on the minority. Soon enough, tunity or the person who must prove
a student will have to be either a and fight through people who don't
genius or the nation's top athlete to believe he or she is the best?
get attention from administrators in
The University does nothing to
regards to his or her potential.
find these individuals who are hidThen, there is also something I den behind the "greatness" of the
call the labeling process. This occurs "better" students - this includes athwhen the University puts a name to letic and academic standouts.
a special group of people who
Does the University have the next
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succeed and is willing to help, then
something may spark.
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Amnesty's efforts
applauded by reader
Amnesty International has just
published a comprehensive report
on torture in China. In their statement, they state: "each year many
people are tortured to death in
China. Torture is widespread and
systemic, committed in the full
range of state institutions, from
police stations to 're-education
through labour' camps, as well as
in people's homes, workplaces, and
public officials are given the green
light to use every means to achieve
quick results."
The brutal persecution of Falun
Gong over the past 18 months has,
in many ways, served to reveal to '
the international community just
how violent the current PRC
regime under Jiang Zemin has
become in stifling its citizens' most
basic of human freedoms. This is a
regime that now rules by terror,
and as the many cases documented in this report indicate, all citizens, no matter how peaceful or
non-political, have reason to fear.
Take, for example, the case of
Falun Gong practitioner Mei
Yulan, female, age 44. Fellow
inmates in the detention center
reportedly heard Ms. Mei screaming in pain as someone with no

medical training brutally jammed
a tube down her nose in order to
force-feed her. When she returned
to the cell, she was spitting blood
and her breathing was labored. She
died shortly after, and no one was
surprised that the authorities cited
the cause of death as "hunger
strike."
■ In almost all the cases cited in
the report, the deaths are blamed
on the victim - it's usually
claimed that they are either a suicide or a heart attack. But, as the
Amnesty report points out, the
hasty cremations and refusal to
allow independent investigations
are, in effect, the government's
admission of guilt.
These kinds of state-sanctioned
tabrications and attempts to vilify
the victim have intensified in
recent weeks. Jiang Zemin apparently intends to drive a rift among
the citizens, setting the "masses
against the masses" - a method
commonly adopted during the
Cultural Revolution. This tactic is
only setting up China's own citizens as enemies of the state and
destabilizing the society, encouraging widespread violence and hate
crimes. As this Amnesty
International report has shown,
Falun Gong practitioners are simply ordinary members of mainstream society. Many of the victim-

ized are women and the elderly.
This campaign against Falun Gong
has turned into a modern day
witch-hunt.
Falun Gong practitioners in
China are law-abiding citizens
who are not against their country
or their government. They would
simply like to see a violent and
unjust policy changed. The practice of Falun Gong is apolitical and
its teachings of "Truthfulness,
Compassion, Forbearance" are beneficial to the well-being of both
individuals and society.
We applaud Amnesty
International for its work of documenting and exposing the horrors
that are occurring in this senseless
crackdown and elsewhere in
Chinese society.

<i&

Gail Rachlin

reader

Lettere to the editor should be no
mofffttian 500 words. They should
include the author's name, signature, and phone number. They will
be checked for authenticity. Letters
may be edited for clarity and
grammar.
THE TIGER
staff
reserves the right to edit, print or
omit all letters submitted to the
editor.
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My manifesto is the best ever

Being a student ain't all that bad

H

I just had a horrible past two weeks. It
seemed like if I wasn't bombing an inclass exam, I was pointlessly studying
for another exam (which I would end up
bombing later in the week). Or I was writing a paper on something I knew next to
nothing about, or reading a hundred or so
pages of something I couldn't care less
about. And let me clarify, by "reading," I
mean staring at a book and seeing how
long it takes before all the words blur
together while thinking about how much
better life would be if I had a twin or a see
ing eye dog. Or both. You all must know
where I am coming from,
right? Does it not seem
that all professors collaborate when creating their
syllabi so that all major
tests and papers fall at
nearly the same time?
But although this may
seem like a column in
which I whine about how tough us students have it, it is not. In fact, this is an article about quite the contrary. Us students,
we've got it pretty damn good.
Consider this: Last week, I woke up 11
minutes before class began—and I made it
on time! Sure, my hair was a mess (per
usual), my breath was rancid (per usual as
well), and I had forgotten my glasses, but
none of that really mattered. I made it. I
couldn't see, but at least I made it. And
honestly, I think I was still a bit tipsy from
the night before. Now if I'm mistaken
please correct me, but at what other job
can you arrive mere minutes after you've
woken up, without your glasses, drunk,
and have it be par for the course? Well, I
mean, besides being a professor, of course.
And the funniest thing was, it was a one
o'clock class. I never in my wildest dreams
thought I would ever have trouble making
it to an afternoon class. I was talking to a
friend the other night about how being a
student was a blessing, and he said,
"Student life is great, today all I had were a
•two and a 3:15 class... and I slept through
'em both!" Do you think he called in sick?
Of course not. When you're a student there

istorically art (check out Plato's ideas
on art and government in the
Republic) has always been linked to
politics and political movements in big ways.
Abstract painter Wassily Kandinsky once
believed his paintings would universally
transform all those who viewed them into
the shapers and workers of an aesthetically
charged Utopia. The Italian futurists, also of
the early 20th century pushed for a new
Utopian realization of the world based upon
the violence and beauty of technology and its
mechanized movements and speeds. Russian
constructivist drama and literature set rigorous material standards so
that art would reflect the
agendas of the
Communist Party. A failed
painter, Adolph Hitler,
eager to impose his aesthetically based vein of
German socialism on the
rest of Europe invaded
Czechoslovakia in 1939 prompting WWII As
if.
Fundamentally, for most of the early 20th
century, the aims of the arts were self-consciously political, created in hopes that the
various syntheses produced by such art
would bring about political and aesthetic
Utopias. If one were to read through the thousands of manifestos written during the 20th
century one would find word after word,
page after page of grandiose musings about
what art can and will do. And we could easily make the argument that most of the art
created failed to live up to the creators' political and aesthetic expectations. Mondrian's
paintings, for example, did not spawn a great
deal of mathematical order nor did
Kandinsky's use of color promote the same
emotional epiphany in each and every viewer.
One would think that some of the aforementioned history means something. It does
not (pause) because my new manifesto is
going to be the best manifesto ever. Lots of
art folks believed they had the one answer to
the world's problems—that bfintegrating
some fancy complex aesthetfc notion into a
material form, a Utopia would obviously

ensue. That's just, like, crazy and stuff,
because I have the one answer, which is partly why I've decided to write the best manifesto ever. I mean it's silly to me to think that
all these other artists thought that they had
the answer. How could they have had the
answer when I have the answer? I'm an
artist. Is it ridiculous? Is it not?
You're probably asking yourself, "What is
he talking about? Has he gone crazy? This is
just too good to be true!" My answers to these
questions are as follows: art and stuff, no, and
well, maybe. Basically, I'm out to change the
world. I'm a firm young optimist. That's what
I say in my singles ads also:
firm, young and optimist.
Anyway, I'm tired of being a
privileged white kid always
under the thumb of bureaucracy and materialism and
other nasty whatnots. That's
right. I'm fed up and stuff.
I'm ready to be a utopiamaking kind of guy.
Obviously, the world has problems.
Violence is a problem. Hatred is a problem.
My not having the navy blue car I wanted is a
problem. Let me say that there is an obvious
difference between navy blue and royal blue.
I pray that your parents know the difference
when the time comes. My parents obviously
do not. So, the world is bad and needs fixing.
Well, call me Mr. Fixitguy In two weeks I'll
have the best manifesto imaginable, ready to
provide answers to all the world's problems.
Sure, people have tried it before and failed
miserably. So what if Leonid Gayev in
Chekhov's Cherry Orchard said that,
"Someone gets sick... and the doctor tries one
thing after another, that means there's no
cure." Who's Leonid Gayev anyway? So-called
philosopher Bertrand Russell said the same
thing—"The most savage controversies are
those about matters as to which there is no
good evidence either way." Way to go.
Bertrand. Bollocks. See you next week. I'm
here to heal!
Bryan Smith is a senior n\ajoringin English.
Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

SPEAKINGOUT
Do you think that Napster harms the recording industry?

Cassie Lange

Frank Drayton

pre-professional
health studies
freshman

history
junior

"I think they are definitely losing
money through it, but it also promotes
the music. If you like the songs, you'll
go out and buy the CDs."

"No. It offers a way for college students
to listen to many types of music that
aren't as popular and makes it easy to
find. I'm not worried about the artists'
money, they make enough already."

William Walker

textile science
I freshman

"Yes, because artists and recording
companies could be making a lot more
money."

WHfrTN/rVf51feRf]
f T?e»f4,T see
Drew Markel

marketing
sophomore
"No, because if listeners want to download music for free, they will inevitably
be able to do so. Plus, artists make most
of their money through touring."

Paul Oliveira

elementary
education
senior

-Tt-WSfca y ^

"No, not at all. The recording industry
still makes money. Just because people
download one song doesn't mean they
aren't going to buy the CD. Napster is
just a way to whet your tastebuds."
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is no "calling in sick." Why? Because that
involves responsibility, and as students,
we're not having any of that.
And let's just say that you have missed
quite a bit of class and your professor is
beginning to get on your case. Well, I have a
remedy for that; lie about why you couldn't
attend. The funeral excuse is always a good
one. I was outside one of my professors'
offices the other day waiting for him to finish grilling a fellow student about not
attending class regularly, and do you know
what the student did. She pulled the old
"My roommate had a breakdown and was
going to commit suicide
so I couldn't attend class"
trick. Now we all know
that this is the college
equivalent of "my dog ate
my homework," but the
funniest thing is, my professor bought it—hook,
line and suicidal sinker.
I have a friend who has never passed a
paper in on time, and not only is he doing
fine in school, he is excelling. That would
never happen at a real job.
Think about it, in college there are
many things that not only do we get away
with, but actually end up increasing our
coolness. I'm talking about things that
would be completely taboo in the real
world. In college, the odder the place you
pass out, the cooler you are. I have a friend
who passed out while attempting to pee on
a cop car, and to this day, we still refer to
him as, "The Coolest Kid Ever." Where else
can a person pound 10 beers before heading downtown for some shots on an idle
Tuesday night, and instead of being considered an alcoholic, is actually considered a
lightweight bookworm? Where else is
waking up, asking the personlying naked
beside you his or her name not only perfectly acceptable, but actually expected?
Nowhere—and frankly my college-mates,
you've got to love that.
Steve Caldes is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.

The Editors' Corner
My final shot against the
University's most evil empire
As my final days at this
University begin to tick
away, I reflect upon two
entities: those who were there for
me during my time at Clemson,
and those who did everything to
make my life difficult on this
campus.
And when
it comes to
pure evil and
adversity at
this campus,
only one body
tops them all.
Oh, I battled them. I
battled the horde of witches in
their little white pickup trucks.
Ah yes, the trucks. The ones they
drive five feet forward just to
write a ticket for the next car in
the row. Too many Twinkies causes one to rely on his or her pickup
truck too much.
I battled their unfair judgements; judgements that were
strewn with lies and red tape. I
attended forums where I saw sensible ideas shot down by the ones
who passed out the judgements,
because the sensible ideas did not
accumulate money.
I watched as the witches and
those who tow exploited students, lied to them about their
rights and treated them as pieces
of dirt, even though they know in
their hearts they will never be as
good of people as those they are
victimizing. If they were, they
wouldn't have the jobs they have.
Instead, they would have mean-

ingful jobs that actually served
the community and paid better
as well rather than jobs that serve
no other purpose than to bring
pain and displeasure to people's
lives every day.
I was engulfed in the sneaky
bureaucracy they weave between
two
departments, therefore dumping
Phillip
one's wrongdoCaston
ings upon the
editor in
other and vice
chief
versa,
even
though they
actually work
together.
I heard of how one of their
leaders tried to force an 18-wheeler to park on the grass rather
than the street, even though the
18-wheeler would have sunk into
the ground.
And I witnessed as they were
all led and commanded by their
head witch who rules from the
shadows.
But they did not defeat me.
Every unjust ticket, I defeated.
Every impolite witch, I had dealt
with. Every attempt to entrap my
Jeep, I outsmarted them. Every
unjust policy and action they did
as a whole, we exposed them.
And I will leave this institution, unbroken by the most evil
empire of them all. And I will
move out into the world to find a
career that benefits society and
continues to fight evil. And they
will still be sadly stuck here.
Eating Twinkies.
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EARTH MOVEMENT
Subbu Venkat
guest writer
graduate student
January 26,2001
It wasaFriday. The alarm went off at 6:30 a.m. in my apartment on College Avenue. I don't have an 8 o'clock class on
Fridays, hutlstill had to wake up since I had some work to do.
1 can hear NPR news on 90.1 FM.
"Good morning. There was a massive earthquake in India
this morning..."
My mindgoes blank. Earthquakc.Oh, my God, is myfamily okay? What is happening? I wake up startled and throw off
my sheets. I try to get closer to the radio, forgetting that I am
still in my Fruit of the Looms and my roommate may be looking...who cares? I am trying to listen carefully.
The radio announcer says, "There was a massive earthquake of 6.9 on the Richter scale in the Indian state of
Gujarat"
lam relieved. I amfrom the southern part of India, which is
as far away from Gujarat as South Carolina isfrom Ohio.I still
want to know more, but NPR morning news has nothing more
to offer except "2000 people arefeared dead."
I run and take a shower. My roommate has woken up. 1 tell
him there was an earthquake in India and that it was in
Gujarat. He is not too worried; he isfrom the South, too. I catch
the 7:29 CATto campus and run into the Brackett Atrium. It is
not too crowded; I sit near a computer in a corner. I browse the
web.
Things'start to get clearer. I am starting to cry. I do not know
whyldid not lose anyone, but itfeels closer to me than anything
I have ever felt before.
I would like to share the story of a doctor who has shown
tremendous courage and willpower against all odds. This is a
story about the battle between the human will to survive and
nature's destructive instinct...

Rajeev Srinivasan and
Sheela Bhatt
Rediff.com
If my daughter is dead, let me look for my wife: How cruel
can life be? Why do we have to go through such suffering and
pain? Dr. Gyaneshwar Rao is a well-known surgeon in Bhuj.
After reading how he saved many lives the day the earthquake struck, there is little doubt who the winner is in the
fight between man and nature.
"I have lived in Bhuj since 1987. This is a city of unambitious people. It is so small that everyone knows everyone. On
Jan. 26,1 was playing badminton when the unexpected earthquake shook us. It was unexpected because I built a bungalow

mwww

and hospital here in Bhuj and no authority
ever told me to be careful. My friend and
architect Kumtekar did prevail on me to
not build a basement because he said Bhuj
is in a seismic zone. I have been associated
with 20 institutions in Bhuj,tut no one eve-r-■•*
discussed the possibility of an earthquake, not even any of the
collectors posted here.
No one can ever accurately describe what we experienced
on Friday morning. It was frightening, sickening. For many
moments the tremors did not stop. I screamed again and
again, "Oh God, why don't you stop?" Dhadak,dhadak ...
Buildings were crashing down and a monstrous cloud of dust
covered the city. My father described it correctly. He said it
was like a huge plane landing right on your head.
When I came out, Bhuj was dead. That was the worst 15
minutes of my life. I drove home and saw my family. My wife
Alka and my daughter were searching for me. They were crying. We hugged each other and cried. I thought of my patients
and rushed to the hospital. I gave someone a lift. Believe me, 1
don't know who sat next to me. My senses were numbed. My
staff was smart-all of the patients had been led out onto the
road. Thus, they were saved. When I arrived, one of my
staffers said, "Sir, forget it [the hospital]. It's gone." I met Dr.
Mahadev Patel, we hugged and cried.

Someone shook me and asked, "Doctor, tamhe dhila thasho
to kem chalshe? (How can you lose heart?)" That resident of
Bhuj asked me to act. I was not prepared. I said, "What can I
do? Let us go to the general hospital." He said, "Don't you
know? It's gone. It has collapsed." I was speechless. I looked
around for my stethoscope.
People started arriving outside where my hospital had
stood. In 10 minutes, there were 100 patients. This was around
9:30 a.m. All of them had multiple injuries. Someone's intestine had burst, some had broken hands, and others came with
broken legs. All of them needed surgery as soon as possible. I
instantly made one correct decision, don't ask me how. I asked
the injured to follow me to the Jubilee ground. Then hell broke
loose. I am still amazed that in 10 minutes so many injured
people heard that medical help was available on Jubilee
ground.
In that mad rush, so many good doctors of Bhuj were
around, but for the first few hours I was the only surgeon.
People started jostling to catch my attention. I requested two
of the patients' relatives to flank me for protection. I did not
have any injections. I was helpless. I did not have a needle and
thread either.
Do you know what I did? I shook the patients. With affection, I told them to get out of the trauma. I shouted, "Breathe
deeply! Breathe deeply!" There were so many serious cases. So
many people were dead! Ninety percent of them had head
injuries. I asked people to help. I asked one young man to
break into a chemist's shop and get syringes, glucose bottles,
needles and thread. I told him not to worry, that I would take
the blame.
He got some supplies, but not much. "Get medicines," I
screamed. When I shouted again, people got courage. I got
what I wanted. It was around 9:40 a.m. I realized the magnitude of the problem and knew that what I was doing was not
enough. In an hour, patients from Anjar arrived, many with
serious injuries. Dr. Patel, Dr. R N. Acharya, Dr. Pujara and Dr.
Bharat Joshi had joined me by then. I wanted to operate. I was
desperate. The city had collapsed, and not a single operation
space was available.

Withdraw, mhW60$&l ffiefyffifaA&erWtbered
_^bjd»er wWJ^^MeyUs^u^%eMe9eWlbered:
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I asked my colleague Bharat Chothani to rush to my hosHarish Thakkar, who has a food
pital and bring the operation kit. I asked patients' relatives to stall on the footpath opposite the bus
get me red tiles, sheets of wood and cardboard so that I could stand, asked if he could help. I said,
put patients' limbs in plaster. I asked someone to get "get me a gas stove and a huge utensil
Menanitol. I used pieces of shawls, shirts and sarees as ban- to boil water." He got it in no time and
dages. When one patient complained of bleeding I tore his also brought dabeli, a popular dish in
Bhuj, for the patients and their relaheadgear and tied it tightly around his thigh.
One man rushed to me with a girl in his hands. "Doctor," tives. He made hundreds of pieces of
he said, "please treat her first." I thought the girl was dead. this dish in a few hours. It was a miraThe father wanted my confirmation of that fact. "Be quick cle.
As I was treating patients, I got
doctor. If she is dead, then let me rush to look for my wife in
the debris of my home."
pieces of news. "Ramesh is no more
He was in deep shock, emotionless. I told him, "Just leave "that another friend had died. So
her in our care and run for your wife." He left, leaving his many people I knew have died. One
nice chap put biscuits in my
daughter's dead body in
mouth when I was stitching
our custody.
^^^^^^__^^^^^__^_
The most traumatic
wounds. He was so caring.
Slowly, things got organized. We
thing for me that day was I shook the patients. With
when I had to ask relatives affection, I told them to
don't know who got those
things for us. Supplies poured in.
to make the quickest possi- get out of the trauma. I
ble decision — to allow me
Dicloran and Tetanus Toxide
to save a life by cutting off shouted, "Breathe deeply!
injections were made available.
an injured limb. 1 was Breathe deeply!"
After 7 p.m., I was tired, it
rough. I normally don't
was beyond my scope. I went to
behave like that, and I am
the district health officer's
GYANESHWAR RAO
sorry I knew every third
office.
It's an administrative
doctor
patient personally. They =^=^====^= = post. The man does not know
would scream at me,
anything about medicine. I
"Doctor, why don't you look
wanted a mobile operation unit
and 100 operation kits. It was
at my leg? Don't you recognot made available even by Monday
nize me?"
For the first few hours I had only one needle. I told Dr. night. I pleaded with him and the
Joshi to hold that needle. It was the most valuable thing I had. politicians. "Don't call doctors. Get the
My colleagues arranged patients in such a manner so that I operation stuff first." Two hundred
could stitch three patients at a time. Hundreds of patients doctors arrived in Kutch, but we didn't know how to use
were lying on the open ground. With a needle, thread and a them in the best way. Thirty bright medical men came from
pair of scissors, I started suturing. I was shouting at the AIIMS, Delhi, but without equipment. Eighty percent of
patients, "Don't cry. Keep quiet." Around us, the noise level medical help is unless without an operation unit and equipwas so high. People were screaming in pain, relatives were ment.
Someone sent a helicopter full of Cloramycin, which was
crying in anguish.
I must have sutured 150 patients that day. By 11 a.m., the not a great help. I need 1,000 pairs of gloves, please. I underhome guards arrived, then came an elected official, stand that the sender does not know the ground realities. As
Pushpdan Gadhvi. I finally got a table and I asked for a tent. of late on the night of Jan. 29, we didn't have a functioning
Once they were in place, I started operating. Again, it was a orthopaedic section or an operation unit. The military hospihard time. With only a pair of scissors, I had to cut off a leg or tal is doing a wonderful job under Colonel Lahiri's leaderarm of many patients. I did it to save lives. Other doctors tied ship, but its resources are limited.
the bandages. By 3 p.m., I had five tables and lots of medical
All the private dispensaries are shut, the government hospital is gone; where will the children and mothers will go?
help.
We want a temporary hospital that will last six
months."
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the web. Andy, my project mate, was sitting next to me, but he
has just leftfor home.
1 have trouble breathing. I can't read any more. 1 close the
website. 1 head bach to my apartment, feeling false sense of
security Am I really safe? I don't have a lot of answers, but 1
have a lot of questions to ask.
Whom? God, 1 suppose.

Subbu Venkat
continues...
...The photographs from Bhuj and other parts of
Gujarat after the great temblor are extraordinarily powerful. The magnitude of the disaster is overwhelming. Oursensesget dulled by the enormity of
it all and our own insignificance in the order of
things.
I am reminded of Kumaran Asan in Veena
Poovu (The Fallen Flower).
Withdraw, mine eye! Scorched and withered
Thisflower will become dust, unremembered;
Truly, thisfate awaits all; what can mere
Tears do? The world lives in dreams, alas!
I start to cry. I try to hide it because there are
other people around me.
courtesy of RED4FF.COM

UNITED: The doctor with his wife and child.

If you would like to make a donation, a list of
Clemson students collecting money is available at
http://crb69.ces.clemsonedu /personal/earthquakerelief/Appealhtm.

I am tired. It is 10:45 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 11.1 am
sitting in the Hendrix Center computer lab browsing
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Industrial management program wins award
^■Three programs honored
for excellence.
JEREMY GREGORY

staff writer

The University's ' industrial
management department received
Commendations of Excellence for
the bachelor's, masters, and doctoral programs in February from the
South Carolina Commission on
Higher Education.
Floyd B. Dalton Jr., chairman of
thje commission, read
the
Commendation of Excellence and
presented a plaque to Dr. Terry
Leap, chair of the University's management department.
The commendation read, "the
three programs in this discipline
serve an important niche in the
state, region and nation relative to
service and manufacturing operations. Taken together, they represent a national center of excellence
that provides industry in South
Carolina and around the country
with cutting-edge research and
innovative outreach programs."
The excellence of this program
shows why the industrial management program is ranked 67th
among similar programs across the

nation: University students in this
program receive top-notch training
in classes.
The University's industrial
management program hosts one of
the world's best researchers of
industrial organizational psychology, Phil Roth.
Leap complimented another
professor, Larry Laforge.
"Larry has received national
recognition for simulation exercises in his production process lab,"
Leap said.
Members of the Commission on
Higher Education came and talked
to students and professors about
the industrial management program.
"Clemson was the only school
for undergraduate studies to get an
award for business in the state of
South Carolina," Leap said.
The last time Clemson won this
prestigious award for excellence in
industrial management was 10
years ago.
The commendation also read,
"The B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. programs
in industrial management are
clearly on a par with the best in the
nation, and are legitimately- comparable to programs at Big Ten
schools such as Iowa, Michigan and

SIEMENS
Wesffnghouse

HGONZAlfZ/pholoeditor

SUCCESS STORY: The industrial management program was recognized for its bachelor's, master's and doctorate programs. Dr. Terry Leapofthe University accepted the award.
Ohio State. The curriculum for the
programs are rigorous and
designed to produce graduates
capable of performing well in
industry and in graduate programs
at other top-rated universities."
This quality of the programs in
industrial management translated
into nice dividends for the
University, the state of South
Carolina and the business community as a whole.
There are many jobs in the
industrial management field
offered to students graduating from
the University.
"Service and manufacturing
operations are some of the many
jobs offered to graduating students," Leap said.
The industrial management
program has 52 undergraduate students enrolled and 46 graduate students enrolled, which includes 30
master students and 16 doctorate
students. There are over 800 students in the management program,
making it one of the most popular
departments at the University.
The areas of study offered by the
management department are
broad and diverse, including management science, production/operations management, management
informational systems, transportation and logistics, organizational
behavior/human resources management, strategic management
and international business.
Some of the companies that
offer jobs in these areas are GE

We are looking lor Engineers to devetop, design, test and servsce functions in
our GasTurbine Engineering Department. We prefer candidates with a BS, MS
or Ph.D. with at least a 3.2 GPA in the following technical discipline*
• Combustion • Heat Transfer • Structural Analysis {REA! • Mechantsai
»Machine Design * Aerodynamics * Thermal Performence / Fluids
Siemens, our parent company, is one of the largest employers on earth, giving
us the strength to help you power the world.

See Us On Campus
Information Session •Wednesday, March 7
Contact the Career Center for information session details,

On-Campus Interviews • Thursday, March 8
Position Details Online @
www.siemenswestinghouse.com/jobs
It is the policy of Siemens Westtnghouse Power Corporation to no? discriminate
on the basis of race, gender, creed, color, age. religion, national origin, disability
or veteran status, and to provide equal employment opportunity.
More Power To You

Siemens Westtnghouse
Power Corporation

trial and business operations. There
are five core courses and five operations focus courses. Most students
complete the program in one year,
including summer school.
For those who wish to teach at a
higher learning institution or work
in research, the University offers a
doctorate program that produces
high-level management scholars
out of students.
The most advanced methods
and concepts are studied and
applied. The program includes
management theory, analytical
technique and research methodologyStudents must complete a minimum of 12 credit hours in a concentrated area. These concentrated
areas include production and operations management, management
science, strategic management or
management information systems.
Some members of the faculty
have been published in top journals
such as Decision Science, Journal of
Operations Management, and
Harvard Business Review. Members
of the faculty are active in consulting for some of the largest companies in America. They are called on
to speak to private and public
groups and are quoted in local and
national newspapers.
The faculty includes such distinguished honors as Fulbright
Scholars, and researchers whose
work has been supported by IBM,
Siemens
Corporation
and
McDonnell Douglass.

Starlight Stadium

You're ilSumirwted with knowledge, energized by your own potential You want
to charge ahead and change the world, it's time you were enitgbtened about the
opportunities at Siemens Westinghouse Power Corporation.

Gas Turbine Engineers

Industrial
Control
Systems,
GENEX Services, Inc., Mastech
Corporation and SC Johnson Wax.
These different areas offer some
of the highest quality education in
the state and around the nation.
The bachelor of science in industrial management program emphasizes studies in the use of computers, mathematics and statistics in
management. These courses, as
well as the core curriculum, prepare the students for jobs in robotics, aviation, textiles, chemicals,
service operations and manufacturing operations. These programs
require the students to study systems, theories and mathematics
dealing with management implications.
The bachelor of science in
industrial management program
has several computer labs, which
includes some of the most
advanced technical management
software and hardware in the field
of industrial management.
For students wishing to pursue
their education a step further, the
master's program and the doctorate
program are available at the
University. The master's program
prepares students to take on leadership roles in the industry by focusing on management applications of
operations. This program enhances
the student's knowledge of management.
The program covers areas of
strategic, behavioral and technical
issues relating to managing indus-
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■Clemson Blvd. At 1-85
_ Near Cracker Barrel & Outback

■

222-3808

NEW LOW PRICES!
STUDENT PRICE wfflrtfeffiftK $4.5o"
Hannibal

cast Away

12:45, 2:00, 3:30, (5:00), 7:00, 8:00, 9:15

(PG-13)
1:10, (4:00), 7:05, 9:50

(R)

I Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon
(PG-13)
1:35, (4:10), 7:20, 9:45

Saving Silverman

13000 Miles to Graceland

(PG-13)
1:30, 3:30, (5:30), 7:30, 9:30

(R)
2:10, (4:50), 7:25, 9:55

Monkeybone

Finding Forester

(PG-13)
1:30, 3:30, (5:30), 7:30, 9:30

(PG-13)
1:20, (4:15), 7:10, ,10:00

Save the Last Dance
(PG-13)
1:50, (4:25), 7:15, 9:35

What Women Want
(PG-13)
2:00, (4:35), 7:10, 9:45

Traffic

Recess: Schools Out

(R)
1:30, (4:20) ,7:10, 10:00

(G)
1:15, 3:15, (5:15), 7:15, (:15

Chocolat

sweet November

(PG-13)
1:45, (4:30), 7:00, 9:30

(PG-13)
2:00, (4:30), 7:05, 9:30

Showtimes For Today Only! ATM In Lobby Visa & MC Accepted
•No Passes
Matinee Pricing
(Super Saver Shows)
www.easternfederal.com

Interested in
working for
The Tiger?

Elections for editors,
layout coordinators,
and other positions
will be conducted in
March and are open to
the student body.
Applications are available in The Tiger
office on the third
floor of the Hendrix
Center. Please call
656-2150 for more
information.
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JOBS AVAILABLE
FOR FALL!
Great resume builder. Good pay.
Managing Editor
The managing editor is responsible for the weekly operations of the newspaper, includi
duties of designing the pages, monitoring production days to ensure that work is coir
in a timely way, placing ads for each issue and enforcing obedience to style guidelines
newspaper.

News Editor
The news editor is responsible for gathering news and reporting on events of relevan
interest to the University body. In addition, he or she is obligated to build a staff of qu
writers.

Sports Editor
The sports editor is responsible for the sports section, making sure to cover University
as efficiently as possible in an unbiased manner. In addition, he or she is oblig;
build a staff of qualified writers.

Time Out Editor
The Time-Out editor is responsible for covering entertainment events on campus v
emphasis on on-campus productions. In addition, he or she is obligated to build a s
qualified writers.

Editorial Editor
Theeditorial editor is responsible for laying out the opinion section. In addition, it
editorial editor's responsibility to preside over the Edit Board and to write the lead ec
on the subject chosen by the editorial board of the staff.

Photo Editor
The photo editor is responsible for filling photo requests for all of the section editc
maintaining the photo office, photo closet and the darkroom. In addition, he or
obligated to build a staff of qualified photographers.

Layout & Design Coordinator (3)
The layout and design coordinator shall be responsible for designing and physically
out on the computer all publications of The Tiger according to the style set by the mai
editor and editor in chief.

Web Editor
The web editor shall be responsible for the setup and maintenance of The Tiger's wei
on the Internet which can be found at http://tiger.clemson.edu.

Circulation Manager
The circulation manager is responsible for determining the best circulation rou
delivering the papers weekly and for delivering the papers with a University van each
The circulation manager is also responsible for upkeep of distribution boxes and chi
display posters at various drop points.

For more information call 636-2138 or email
editor@tiger.clemson.edu. No experience necessary.
Come by the media suite to fill out an application at
thefrontdeskandsetupanmterviewtimeby2pin.
March 9 to be eligible to run. Interviews willbe on
March 11 from 2 pm to 8 pm Employment and
training begins March 25. If you are applying for an
editorial position, please bring at least one sample of
yourwriting.

Office Manager
The office manager is responsible for the Campus Bulletin section of the paper at
duties necessary with its layout and billing. The office manager is responsible for the n
and maintaining of the subscription list, as well as keeping the main office clean.

Copy Editor (2)
The copy editor is responsible for reading and correcting all copy, using the stylebook
Associated Press as a primary source book.

Art Director
The art director is reponsible for filling art and infographic requests for all the s
editors, including the editorial cartoons for each week's paper.

Ad Production Manager
The ad produaim manage
advertisemeriisfoT each issue.
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Coming to Clemson on February 28th.

Come see the founder of
Habitat speak in Tillman
Auditorium March 2 at 7pm

Tillman Auditoriut
Wednesday February 28th, ,.
$3 with Students ID / $7 for general public
'The entire recent tradition of American Theatrical
Satire can be summed up in three words...The
Second City" - The New York Times

"1
YOUR NON-STOP
GUIDE TO EVENTS
ON CAMPUS

SAMIN

tfVtt

Want something fun to do
on the weekend? Check
out the gaming going on
here at Clemson!!

Late Nite Gaming
Saturday, Feb.24 4pm-2am
Hendrix Center
Mtg. Rms A&B

ZvmthbCA Spades Tournament
T
Saturday, Feb.24 7pm
Hendrix Center Multiuse Rm.
D

m

A

run ^

McKissick - 7pm
Tuesday, Feb. 27

ni

Come win free food and prizes!
Edgard's Pub - Feb. 28 8PM

(Uto(al erground and Eds HOT
ftfta

Come sport your talents.

Air Hockey
Tournament
Union Underground - 7pm

Cosmic Bowling
Don't forget:
Friday and Saturday
nights - 10pm-2am ^

' ;:■'■ W
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National Scholar
candidates visit

► The second class ofscholarship candidates come to
the University.
JOSEPH GODSEY

ad production manager
Started as a vision by some of
the University's best, the National
Scholars weekend will commence
once again on campus this Friday,
Saturday and Sunday. The event
will bring in 32 of the nation's top
students, selected from the thousands of applications sent into the
University this year for admission.
The students were chosen as a
result of their demonstrated academic excellence, community service
and leadership activities.
"The National Scholars weekend is one of the most exciting
events of the year. We get to spend a
weekend with the finest students
in the country and share opportunities with them about becoming
Clemson students," Robert Barkley,
director of admissions, said.
Commenting on the weekend,
Elizabeth Ward, a 2000 National
Scholar, said, "They really
impressed me during the weekend;
just to go downtown and see the
positive attitudes of the coordinators and the messages on the marquee was a small part of everything
that happened. Everyone went out
of their way to help us-professors,
University staff and students. It
was an amazing experience."
The National Scholars Program
began last year as part of the vision
process of President Barker and a
group of faculty and staff. Trustees
had expressed disappointment at
how there was a lack of competition for Clemson's top scholarships.
In order to remedy this situation
and to move toward Barker's goal of
becoming a top 20 university, the
National Scholars program was formally designed. Bringing in the top
students in the country, the program is analogous to top scholarships at other universities, including the Jefferson Scholarship at the
University of Virginia and
Morehead Scholarship at the
University of North Carolina.
When evaluating the potential
and direction for the program, Dr.
Steve Wainscott, director of the
Calhoun Honors College, said, "The
National Scholars Program is an
example of the things that
Clemson needs to do to compete as
a top 20 institution. We want to
develop a program so that people
can equate Clemson with something tike the Morehead at UNC
and the Jefferson at UVA ... then,
when people hear 'National
Scholars,' they'll think Clemson."
Chris Welch, a 2000 National
Scholar, said, "Even though we were
guinea pigs, the program has been
very well organized and has offered
us an extensive number of opportunities while at Clemson..The
program has a huge potential for
bringing in the best possible students. It is definitely a way to make
this University grow towards its
highest potential."
The weekend promises to be a
chance for students to explore the
opportunities at the University by
exposing them to the closeness of
the Clemson family and to the
activities and programs available
for incoming students.
Unfortunately, the whole stay
will not be all fun and games, as the
students are subjected to a rigorous
review process while on campus.
Each student will go through an
interview session, which is conducted by a panel of faculty and
staff. The students will also meet
together in small groups for a seminar led by a panel member.
By combining these evaluations
with a written application th* Is
supplied by each student, a selec-
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tion committee will carefully
chose the National Scholars of
2001.
Currently, the scholarship covers the all-inclusive cost to attend
the University, including tuition,
fees, room, board, books and incidental expenses. In addition, this
competitive scholarship offers the
opportunity for students to study
abroad for one summer. The scholarship is renewable for up to four
years and covers the additional
costs for out of state students.
How does one choose someone
for such an all-encompassing
award? Is SAT or GPA a factor? Is
moist important in selecting recipients?
"At this point, SAT and high
grades mean nothing. We are looking for extremely well- rounded
students, not absolute geniuses but
high academic achievers, accomplished musicians and athletes,
and people with interesting things
in their life. We want students who
can think on their feet and illustrate expressed interests, goals and
accomplishments
in
life,"
Wainscott said.
The National Scholars weekend
offers many highlights for the visiting students. Besides going through
the selection process, the students
will attend a reception at the
President's house and two formal
dinners on Friday and Saturday
night. For the weekend, the students will unknowingly become
honorary members of the
University family. The scholars
will be assigned personal ambassadors, be visited by top faculty
and staff, and have individual
advising sessions pertaining to
their majors.
The students agreed on the
impact and quality of the weekend.
"I was unsure of what to expect
going into the weekend, and it was
interesting to see how everything
worked. The coordinators sincerely
cared about each of us. They didn't
hold back anything about the
University; they truly showed us
everything that it had to offer,"
Welch said.
Even in the second year of the
program, University officials were
already receiving phone calls at the
beginning of the year about the
scholarship. Over time, an increasing number of high schools will
hear about the scholarship and
encourage their top students to
apply. By increasing the standard
for students at the University, the
scholarship will raise the bar in
admission applications and in the
classroom.
Each year, University officials
hope to select 10-15 National
Scholars to join the University family.
The scholarship requires that
students maintain a 3.5 GPA while
at the University. Students are also
encouraged to join the Calhoun
Honors College, the Dixon Fellows
Program and other Universityrelated activities.
This year the students selected
as finalists are Jenny Alley (S.C),
Lindsay Barbee (Texas), Darcy Boan
(Fla.), Katherine Chisholm (S.C),
Patrick Crosby (S.C), Lome
Dechtenberg (Fla.), Mark Gramling
(S.C), Rob Groberg (N.Y.), Casey
Hancock (S.C), Nathan Herold
(Ala.), Jacob Hicks (S.C), Myra
Hiott (S.C), Angel Hsu (S.C),
Danny Lacher (S.C), Karsten Lowe
(Ala.), James Mack (S.C), Vincent
Mao (S.C), Jay Nance (S.C), Priyesh
Patel (S.C), Will Sams (S.C), Clarice
Seifert (Idaho), Will Spink (Tenn.),
Mike Stadnisky (Del.), Jeremy
Stovall (Tenn.), Aimee Sylvester
(Ohio), Vijay Ullal (S.C), Nicholas
Vance (Ky.X Gaven Watkins (N.J.),
David Williams (S.C), Cathy Wood
(Ohio), leff Young (S.C), and Joe
Ziska (Del).
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Spring Break 2001 in Panama CiK Beach. Florida!
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Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
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HELPWANTED
GREAT FOOD, GREAT JOBS,
GREAT OUTDOORS!
Clemson University Outdoor
Lab needs student food
service support starting
immediately. Flexible hours
and some weekend work
__ required. For more information, contact Jim Domanico
at 646-7502.
www.clemson.edu/outdoorlab
SUMMER INTERNSHIPS

Earn $3000-$7000 and
gain valuable business
experience working for
Clemson University's
Official Campus Telephone
Directory. Excellent advertising, sales, and marketing
opportunity. GREAT
RESUME BOOSTER! Call
Renee at AroundCampus,
Inc.1-800-466-2221 ext.
334.www.aroundcampus.com

Childcare needed for toddler. 20 hrs./week, flexible
schedule, $5.50-$6.50
per hour. Phone 654-7193.
Clemson University Outdoor Lab is
looking for energetic people (sophomores and above) to work part-time
"""-as Team Ventures facilitators on
their Group Initiatives and High
Ropes courses. Training will be Feb.
16-18. For more information, contact Nancy W. (646-7502 ext. 26).

Upatate Children and
Families Need Your Help!
Full and Part time positions available at Anderson
Youth Association, a therapeutic environment for emotionally handicapped children. We want individuals

who will provide one-on-one
positive role modeling,
behavior management,
Foster homes and transportation to at-risk youth.
Positions are available in
Anderson, Greenville,
Laurens, Greenwood,
Oconee, Pickens, and
Spartanburg.
To begin positively impacting lives today,
call
the job line at
1-800-354-1628
and press 6.

FOKfCfcNT
CHECK US OUT:
EFFICIENCY APTS, ADJACENT CAMPUS, LEASING
BY SEMESTER OR YEAR
AT MODERATE RENTS IN
CLEMSON; ALSO INDIVIDUAL AND SPECIAL LEASES.
CLEAN, MODERN, QUIET,
AND PRIVATE. CALL DON
(OLD MAN) FELDMAN

654-5483.
House in Clemson.
4 bedrooms, 2 baths.
$980/month
(3 persons).
653-3512.
2 bdrm., 2 1/2 ba. Condo.
Furnished, walk to campus,
W/D. 4 students @ $200
each. 654-0099.
Townhouse. Clemson.
2Bdrm, 1 l/2Ba. W/D.
$500/mo. Available Aug.

1st. 654-0099.
Townhouse. Seneca.
2Bdrm, 1 l/2Ba. W/D,
Fireplace, Courtyard.
$490/mo. Available May

1st. 654-0099.
Grab a foursome now!

Be first for '01-'02
furnished 4Bdrm-2Bath
#223 University Terrace.
Owner: Greenville
244-7462,
_or goodluck3@hotmail.com
Don't WaitiCall Now!
Daniel Square townhouse
available for 2001-2002.
Call Greg
467-0987.
House in Clemson.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
screened porch.
$825/month.
653-3512,
Fully furnished apartment,
washer/dryer, pool, large
storage room, 10 minute
walk to campus.

Call 1-800-578-9222.
2 bdrm, 2 ba trailer w/firepiace. Rent in the country.
$400/mo. Pickens and Six
Mile line. 6 miles from
Clemson University.
Caretaking opportunity
available in exchange for
partial rent; carpentry skills
preferred.
Contact
cyoder7425@aol.com
and leave phone number.
2 or 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Condo. Fully furnished,
washer/dryer, living room,
dining room, desk in each
bedroom, garage/locked
storage room. Large
pool/Walk to campus.
Call Mr. Simmons;
(864)224-0593.
For Rent: 2 bedroom, 2
bath condo. Fully furnished,
including living room, dining
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room, washer/dryer, desks
in each bedroom, double
storage with built-in drawers. Fully renovated and
new carpets and ceiling
fans. Beautiful pool, picnic
area, and volleyball court.
2 tenants=$500.00/mo.
3 tenants=$575.00/mo.
4 tenants=$650.00/mo.
Call Mr. Simmons
_ (864)224-0593_
Furnished House for Rent
2BR, 2BA completely furnished house on lake
w/boat dock and W/D.
Maximum 2 renters, graduates preferred. No pets, no
smoking. $750/mo.
includes utilities.
864-675-0580

FORSALE
Motor Scooter, hardly used,
bought locally. Paid $1150,
asking $750.
Stephen Lewis 656-5741,

868-4112

MISCELLANEOUS
FRATERNITIES! SORORITIES!
CLUBS! STUDENT GROUPS!

Earn $l,000-$2,000
this semester with the
easy
campusfundraiser.com
three-hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238,
or visit
www.campusfundraiseV.dom!

TRAVEL
Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 Days $279!
Includes Meals & Free
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida!
Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com

12

Bahamas, Florida. Free
Drink Parties_ much more!
Group rates available! 1800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
MOBaor sais uriis ■iiTXBt
r«t> »<-H»r 3 >, aoo l

1-800-678-6386
MOISON

SUN»SNOW»PARTY

TremWant.QuBbec, Canada

$299

January / Springbreak
; Days & Nights
1
Partie8*Condo*Uft T!x

Urn COic!

.sunchase.com
1.800.999.ski,9
WWW. SKITB AVEL.COM
Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/
Kitchen Next to Clubs!
7 Parties-Free Drinks!
Daytona $159!
South Beach $199!
springbreaktravel.com

1.800.SUNCHASE
Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas]
Florida
Europe

1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK PANAMA
CITY BEACH "SUMMIT"
LUXURY CONDOS
OWNER DISCOUNT RATES
(404)355-9637
retreatmyrtlebeach.com
Spring Break/Grad Week
1-800-645-3618
WE HAVE WHAT YOU'RE
LOOKING FOR!
#1 Spring Break' Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica,

Investing Your Money

t& On.<omp»s (ontorf:

*Si

9wA @

STLDSNT 864-858-7344

TRAVEL
SERVICES

1-800-648.4849
www.sf$rrovel.corn

«

DMHM@

864-654-9528
Delvin @
864-858-7249

99

Presentation by Merrill Lynch
Brandon Cox, Financial Consultant
Tuesday, February 27, 2001
6:30 PM- 7:30 PM
Meeting Room A, Hendrix Center
Free T-Shirt to all who RSVP
656-7337 or SFESl@clemson.edu
Open to students, faculty, and staff
FREE FOOD
and a chance to win Atlanta Thrashers

Clemson Financial Awareness Month
Sponsored by the Student Financial Education Serxnce
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Bramble named new Clemson women's soccer head coach

► Lady Tigers prepare to
start next year under new
leadership.
PATRICK SHULTZ

staff writer
Todd Bramble, a former assistant
coach for Trevor Adair and the
men's soccer program, was hired
last Saturday to replace Ray Leone
as the head coach for the successful
women's soccer team. Leone
resigned in December to take the
reins of the women's soccer program at Arizona State University.
"The selection committee and
_ the women's soccer team are excited about the new leadership Todd
Bramble will bring to the Clemson
women's soccer program," said
Senior Associate Athletic Director
Dwight Rainey.
"Everyone feels he is the right
person to continue the national
level of success we have reached in
this sport."
Among others, the committee
consisted of Rainey and Adair. It
received 62 applications and interviewed four people.
"It was an unanimous decision
by the committee," said Rainey.
Bramble was most recently the
head coach for the men's soccer

team at Butler University in
Indiana, where he led the Bulldogs
to a 6-12 record in the only year he
was in control of the program. He
left Adair and Clemson to take that
job.
His prior stint at Clemson was
as the top assistant to Adair from
1995-1999, during which time his
leadership directly aided the Tigers'
rise to one of the elite programs in
NCAA Division I soccer.
As the recruiting coordinator
and goalkeepers coach, he helped
Clemson finish in the top 15 in the
national rankings three times and
reach the NCAA tournament all
five years.
He and Adair came to Clemson
in 1995, after having the same partnership at Brown University from
1991-1994. While there, Bramble
contributed to Brown's 34-24-5
record.
An Atlanta native, Bramble was
a two-time all-conference goalkeeper at Mercer University. After
receiving a business management
degree in 1989 from Mercer, he
played professionally for the
Memphis Rogues of the National
Professional Soccer League for one
season.
His resume also includes international coaching experience, as he

was an assistant coach for the
United States under-17 national
team. That team competed in the
1999 World Championships in New
Zealand and placed fourth, the best
finish ever for an American under17 team-.

"I am extremely excited about
the opportunity to return to
Clemson from both a professional
and personal standpoint," said
Bramble.
"To be able to return to the ACC,
a great university, a great athletic

Its time to crack the books, let dominos do the cooking.
Lunchtime...
Dinnertime...
Late night snack...
Dominos is there.

Choose your favorite...

o m m.
then, pile it on...

Toppings
Pepperoni, Ham, Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms,
Sausage, Beef, Jalepenos, Hot Banana Peppers, Bacon,
Chicken, Tomatoes, and Extra Cheese

Fans mourn loss of beloved
racer Dale Earnhardt, 49
ESPN.COM

Dale Earnhardt was involved in
a fatal collision during the final lap
of the Daytona 500. He was protecting the led for two of his other cars.
The following are quotes from
people who knew the Earnhardt
well.
"My heart is hurting right now. I
would rather be any place right this
moment than here. It's so painful."

- Race winner Michael
Waltrip at his press conference.
Waltrip drove a car owned by
Earnhardt
"I don't know for sure what happened. We all spread out going
down the back straightaway. I
knew that was going to happen. I
was just hoping we'd get someone
to go with us. They spread out, so I
just hung with the guys on the outside. I guess someone got into Dale
because Dale got into me and then
we went up. We hit pretty hard and
Dale hit harder."
- Kenny Schrader, who was
involved in the last-lap crash.
"No matter where it happens or
how it happens or even how prepared you think you might be for it,
losing somebody close to you hurts.
My heart just breaks for Teresa and
the family."
- Driver Kyle Petty, Petty's
son, Adam, was killed last year in a
crash during a Busch series practice
session in New Hampshire.
"I don't know what to say. This is
incredible, just incredible. I think
everybody is just in shock right
now. I didn't see much of what happened. After the race was over, I
heard things didn't look very good
but, man, Earnhardt. You figure
he'll bounce right back. Your first
thought is, hey, he'll probably come
back next week at Rockingham
and beat us all."
- DriverJeremy Mayjield
"We're going to have to take a
look at some of the safety issues. My
driver tested the HANS (Head And
Neck Safety) device over the summer and he will not get in the car
without it now. If Dale had that on,
we'd probably be looking at a different situation."
- Todd Parrott, Dalejarrett's
crew chief

Don't forget our delicious sides

"It's always tragic, but this is our
main guy. Today when they introduced him, he got the biggest
applause there.
He's the man, he is NASCAR
Winston Cup racing. We haven't
had something like this happen.
We've got a lot of work to do at the
track in the next three weeks (for
the March 11 Cracker Barrel 400),
but I don't feel like doing anything.
I'm just numb. I've lost a great
friend."
- Ed Clark, president of
Atlanta Motor Speedway

"Like many others, we were fans
of Dale Earnhardt - certainly the
driver, but especially the man. In
spite of our intense rivalry, Dale
Earnhardt has been a great friend
to us and to all who have helped to
make this sport great. Dale
Earnhardt transcended NASCAR.
His loss will have an effect on racing and its fans worldwide."
- Dan Davis, director of Ford
Racing Technology

"He was a good friend and I'm
still in shock. This is a terrible, terrible loss and, for me, it ranks right
up there with the death of JFK. Dale
was the Michael Jordan of our
sport. We always thought of Dale as
being invincible, so when he didn't
climb out of that car after the
wreck I knew it was bad. I talked to
him this morning before the race
and he was poised to challenge for
an unprecedented eighth championship and was really looking forward to a fantastic season.
I knew Dale's father, Ralph, and
I've known Dale since he was a little
boy. He had things pretty tough
when his father passed away when
he was young and I was so proud of
the way he turned out and the way
he represented our sport. Behind
that macho fasade was a real sensitive individual who did a lot of
things for a lot of people and didn't
want any publicity in return.
He was part of a very loving
family and was truly an extraordinary human being. To think he is
not around anymore is incomprehensible. Our thoughts and prayers
are with his mother, Martha, his
wife Teresa, and his children Kerry,
Dale Jr Kelly and Taylor Nicole. We
will never fill the void left by the
loss of Dale Earnhardt."
- H.A. "Humpy Wheeler,
president of Lowe's Motor Speedway

department, and most importantly,
one of the elite programs in
women's college soccer, is the
opportunity of a lifetime."
As is the case with all Olympic
sports at Clemson, Bramble
received a two-year contract.

Cinni-Stix
Cheesybread and Salad
Domino's delivers the
Clemson
In the Bi-Lo Shopping center

653-7575
Onened Daily I lam to 2am. Friday and. Saturday tin til 3am

$19.95 installation I
With any digital package.

Up to 159 Channels
44
23
30
41
20

Basic Cable Channels
Special Interest Digital Channels
CD Quality Digital Music Channels
Pay Per View Screens
Premium Multiplex Channels available

Digital Packages as low as $49.99/month
No equipment to buy - No commitment

m

NORTHWND
G3BLE
TELEVISION

today
Ca
882-0002 or 654-7201
Digital Cable now available in certain areas. Some channels not available in all areas.
Underground burial fee not included. Serviceable areas only. Offer ends 2/28/01.
Northland Cable serves the off campus areas only.
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"I've tried everything," Williams
said. "I tore it even while I was wearing a brace. It is really all about
rehab and how much effort you put
into it."
It has been documented that
soccer has the highest incidence
rate followed by basketball, track,
softball and volleyball.
"I think that things kind of run
in cycles and sometimes you get a
rash of one certain kind of injury,
then once that is over something
else comes along," said Clemson's
Director of Sports Medicine Danny
Poole. "Bottom line is that all athletes are getting bigger, stronger
and faster and that may not be good
for your joints."
The ACL is a critical component, because it stabilizes the knee

when running or jumping. Seventyeight .percent of the injuries
incurred are non-contact related,
resulting from planting the foot,
changing direction, straight-knee
landing, or one-step stopping with
the knee hyperextended.
Women are more prone to ACL
injuries because they have less
developed thigh muscles, a difference in pelvic width and alignment
of the leg bones, and a natural
looseness in their knees that men
just do not have. It basically boils
down to genetics. So what can
women do to combat these problems? There are five steps that
women can take to minimize their
chance of developing ACL problems.
Strength Training
The muscles that encompass the
knee, particularly the hamstring
and quadriceps, play a vital role in

He could've
helped!

keeping the knee stable during athletic activities. If the hamstring is
strengthened, then the risk of developing an ACL injury is greatly
reduced, because the hamstring
keeps the knees slightly bent. This
can also protect against ACL strain.
This occurs because women tend to
be stronger in the quadriceps, creating an injury-prone imbalance.
"It is very good to have muscle
strength now because of the speed
of the game, it is getting faster and
faster," said Poole. "The more muscular you are, the better your
chances because you knee is the
weakest joint in the body. The only
thing you have besides the four ligaments going to your knee are the
muscles around it. If something is
going to get hurt, your knee is probably the most vulnerable."
When women jump, as in going
after a rebound in basketball, they
land differently than their male
counterparts. Because women are
less flexible in the hip and knee
joints, they tend to land in a position of extension rather than in a
more free-flowing flexed position
that can reduce the amount of
shock the knee has to absorb. If
used correctly, strength training
can strengthen leg muscles and create more favorable body mechanics.
It can also develop minimal levels
of strength by establishing a proper
level of cohesion between various
muscle groups. Some examples of
exercises one might consider
implementing are wall jumps and
single leg hoops.

under the hips stops the ACL from
fully stretching out. A flexed knee
also allows tKe knee joint to be in a
more positive plane for the hamstring muscle to sure up the joint by
controlling anterior displacement
and rotation.
Resistance Training
Resistance training programs
can be utilized to increase strength,
power and explosiveness.
The Journal of Physical
Education recommends using
quadriceps setting. This exercise is
done with the knees fully extended
and the ankle dorsiflexed, in which
the athlete is in a sitting position.
The quadriceps are tightly held for
six seconds. This exercise should be
done daily until the individual progresses to five sets of 15 repetitions.
As the athlete becomes more comfortable with the first part of the
exercise, it is recommended that he
or she add a quadriceps set and
then raise the leg an additional 30
degrees, eventually working up to
three sets of 10-15 repetitions a day.
An ankle weight of one or three
pounds can be added.

Athletic Shoes
Athletic shoes are often underestimated as an injury prevention
factor. Athletes often ignore the
support characteristics of their
shoes. If athletes wear shoes that do
not contain enough support
overuse and functional problems
result. Shoes should fit properly,
especially when trying to avoid a
Let us desfsn * shift for yaul
potential knee injury.
Conditioning
In some cases extra support is
Poor conditioning can also add needed through orthotics, which
to the risk of ACL injury, especially are custom-made arch supports
when muscles are overused. These that help keep the foot balanced or
types of injuries can result from in a natural position.
sub-maximal loading on bone, carThe type of shoe and its coorditilage, ligament and muscle. To help nation with the surface being
U6 COILK5* AVtr CLEMSON « 6E&.1MS
curb overuse injuries, athletes and played on should also be considcoaches must work some rest time ered. For example, running shoes
into the athletes' daily routine.
are inappropriate for court sports,
"We see a lot of overuse injuries because they do not provide the latbecause there is no real out-of-sea- eral supoort necessary for that style
son anymore," said Wole, "You a* l«^lpliy,Jhoes;with a hijHLioeffi
going, going, going, and finally your cient of friction can increase the
Join the
body says wait a minute, some- risk of ACL injury.
thing is going to start hurting."
The NCAA developed an injury
:
Many schools of thought believe surveillance system in an effort to
that from the ages of five-to-15 reduce injury through rule changes,
young girls do not prepare their protective equipment and coaching
bodies for the pivoting, jumping techniques. Institution participafor
and turning associated with college tion is strictly voluntary. The
athletics. Doctors are especially Clemson University Athletic
concerned with female soccer play- Department does their own injury
ers, because the sport has experi- tracking, but it sends in specific
In the most
enced such phenomenal growth. injuries to the NCAA Even Duke
The number of NCAA women's University has jumped on the
soccer programs has increased by bandwagon. The K Lab, named
50 percent since 1989. It is believed after men's basketball head coach
that
some of these soccer players Mike Krzyzewski, is studying the
Permanent
Seasonal
may be less experienced and there- high incidence rate in women athfore more susceptible to injury, letes.
which would account for the high
Forestry Techs
GI'S Specialists
The American Journal of Sports
incidence of injury in soccer.
Medicine cited the NCAA's interest
Firefighters
Ecologists(Fire)
"That is not the case," said Poole. in ACL injury rates occurred after
Engine Crews
Wildiand Specialists
"Just look at them going':after the studies revealed that female soccer
ball. If you plant one leg and get hit, injury rates were double that of the
Pre/ention Education Specialists
something is going to happen. That men's game. It further revealed that
www.nps.gov/fire/jobs
sport is just more prone to those the ACL.injury rate in women'sbastype of injuries."
1-866-NPS-FIRE
ketball is more than four times that
National Rrk Serviceisan Equal Opportunity Employer
of male basketball players.
Balance
It is important to remember that
Besides conditioning, balance is ACL injuries are not limited to just
££££*;**:'*•'*' *•*"*••••••••*••• ••••• extremely
important in avoiding a women. Clemson basketball player
potentially season-ending ACL Chuckie Gilmore is out for the seainjury. Balance can be improved by son with a torn ACL. Football playbuilding up the muscles around the
Darrel Crutchfield and Theo
•■
■ * knees. These muscles serve as shock ers
Mougros are receiving ACL treatabsorbers by reducing the force that ment. In fact one football player was
eventually gets transferred to the practicing in Jervy Gym before the
■fr W0r
**>J
With £11 Digital Films!
^"* \Jf
ACL and against excessive rotation team left for the Gator Bowl and
of the knee joint.
tore his ACL; the team had gone the
One method used to improve whole regular season without an
balance is working out with bal- ACL related injury.
j ance boards for at least 20 minutes
By working on strength training,
a day for a length of six weeks. This conditioning, balance, resistance
•
• simple exercise can improve coor- and athletic shoe selection, female
dination of the hamstring and the athletes can drastically reduce
•
gastrocnemius muscles in the their chance of developing ACL
I*
Civic Center Dr. At Clemson Blvd. (Hwy 76)
calves, which protect the ACL dur* ing twisting and turning move- complications. These five factors
3-miles beyond 1-85 in Anderson, sc
■it
will definitely level the playing
Movies & Showtimes: 225-STAR
•
ments.
field for all athletes, not just women.
or www.amstarcinemas.com
For basketball the plant-and"Your weekend athlete can tear
cut maneuver was modified to a an ACL, but when you put an aththree-step drop with the knees in a lete out in competition or practice
J
V*» *^
In AllAuditoriums!
* ■ Vl *
flexed position. After being sug- on a daily basis, you have more
gested by the NCAA the risk of opportunities for that to happen,'
Better Moviegoing!* ACL injury was reducedjby 89 per- said Poole. 'It is never.attributed to
cent in the schools under study. The one certain thin. I think it is a par•
new position of keeping the Knees ticular circumstance at a particular
slightly flexed with the feet more time."
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hung on the rim. Haywood was
charged with an "inadvertent" technical foul.
With 1:02 remaining, Hobbs
converted on a reverse layup to give
the Tigers a 66-62 lead. After a
missed shot by UNC, freshman
Tony Stockman recovered the
rebound and carried the ball up the
court. With 44 seconds remaining,
Stockman put up a shot from
behind the three-point arch. The
shot fell, giving the Tigers a 69-62
advantage.Solomon led the charge
with 26 points.Stockman added 16
points, including four from behind
the three-point arch. Scott threw in
nine points, four assists and four
very clutch free throws inside the
final minute. McKnight added
eight points off the bench, and
Chris Hobbs put up six points and
eight rebounds.
"This is a new feeling at maybe
an unlikely time against maybe an
unlikely team," Shyatt said. "The
last two days have not been very
good. But I guess there's not a better
way perhaps to get yourself out of
that position than to earn a win
against a well coached team."

WAKE

FROM BACK PAGE

only nine minutes and holding Will
Solomon to three shot attempts was
key. Both came on the defensive end
as defense was really the reason for
our lead," he said.
The one stat that jumped out at
halftime was Clemson shooting
only 13 percent from the field, making three of 22 attempts while Wake
Forest shot 48 percent.
Odom knew the Tigers would
come out and score some baskets in
the second half, but he wanted his
team to continue to be effective on
both ends of the floor. It was an
entirely different atmosphere for
Clemson Head Coach Larry Shyatt.
LJe had te find someway to keep the
team in the game a*nd not think
abqut the deficit _<
"We had to gcAnk'ftiere for ourselves and Clemson and just play for
pride, It was a bad-display out there
tonight, but you cannot dwell on it,
you have to regroup," he said.
The second , half was a vast
improvement as the Tigers Came out
with energy and played a much
more wide-open game. As a team,
Clemson shot 50 percent in the second half and matched Wake Forest
in the scoring column with 51 second-half points. Tony Stockman.
Stockman used his deadly outside
shot to connect on four of nine threepoint attempts and finished as
Clemson's high scorer with 14
points. Solomon was held in check
the entire night and finished with
nine points on nine attempts from
the field. Wake Forest really focused
its defense on the perimeter and disrupted the offense from ever getting
on track.
Summing up Wake Forest's
defensive strategy, Solomon said,
"We start our offense at the three
point line but they came out and
pressured us to the Tiger paw They
came out with a great defensive
game plan and shut us down in the
beginning."
Some say the reason for the setback was all of the emotion and
energy that was expended against
North Carolina. This may be true,
but the team knew it would be challenged by the nationally ranked
Decons and knew it would have to
give another stellar effort to come
out on top. Chris Hobbs was disappointed in the loss but knew coming
in what the team was facing after
such a big win and having to face a
tough team in Wake Forest.
"We got a gut check tonight.
After beating a great team you have
to be ready the next night, and we
were not," he said.
Shyatt has been riding an emotional roller coaster all season and
this game was no different.
"We probably went from our
worst to our finest to our worst, there
are no excuses," he said.
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Two SparMing Swimming Pools!
Stat«~of~th#~Art Fltnais Facility!
Higfc Spmd Tl Inttrntt Connections!
Computtr and Study Rooms!
Washer/Dryer Appliances in
Every Unit!
Stud^H Activity Center with Billiards,
Air Hockey, and Big Sween TV with
DVD and VCR Players!
Basketball Court!
Individual Leases!
Fylly Furnished!

From Our Pool Plaza to Our Awesome
Apartments, Jefferson Commons Offers
a Totally Uncommon Lifestyle for
Today's College Students.
Find Yourself,
There,

I ntrusion Alarm System!!
•

CAT Bus Stop!

Jefferson Commons
103 Sumter Lane
Central, South Carolina 23630

866-570-2961
fax 864-654-9373
JCClemson@JPI.com
www.jeffersoncommons.com

Visit Us Today!
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Tracksters successful in ACC tourney
► Men's team grabs first
place while the ladies take
second in championships.
ANDREA MESSERVY

runs from 8pm u Ditto 0
Bamm ©o Friday aodl
Saturday 0 fights.

M>U&

Providing safe
transportation for all
Clemson students.
Visit the NightCAT websites
ivwiv.catous.com
www. c/emson. edu/CL/SG
Pick up a NightCAT map and
schedule around campus or the
Clemson Area
•
•
•
•
■

NightCAT Helpful Tips:
Ride NightCAT from campus to downtown
Leaves Lightsey 10 minutes before the hour
Leaves West Campus Laundry 30 minutes before the hour
Less than 15 minute ride!
To return (1:30AM or later) just tell the driver your campus location

staff writer
The Clemson men's track team
came in first place this past weekend at the 2001 ACC Indoor Track
and Field Championships held at
the Virginia Tech campus in
Blacksburg, Va. The Tigers won
with 181 points, earning their fifth
consecutive title and 11th overall
championship. The women's team
also proved successful by coming in
second place with 98 team points.
This is the ninth time the Lady
Tigers have finished as the runner
up
at
the
ACC
Indoor
Championships.
The men's team swept the 60meter hurdles with Todd Matthews
gaining an automatic place in
Nationals with a time of 7.73, and
teammate Sultan Tucker had a time
of 7.75 for second place, which
earned him a provisional mark. In
third place was Ian Potter with a
time of 7.99.
Head Coach Bob Pollock said,
"Matthews winning this race has
helped our team increase our depth
at Nationals by putting two con-

had recently earned another provisional time of 3:08.64 at the Iowa
State Classic, ranking their time as
seventh nationally.
Seven Tigers have posted the top
times in the ACC this season and 25
track and field athletes are listed in
the top 10 in the ACC. These men
were recognized during half time of
the Clemson vs. UNC basketball
game on Sunday, Feb. 18. Amongst
some of these men were David
Collins, who holds the league's top
time in the 60-meter dash with a
mark of 6.71. Collins is coming
back from a slight hamstring injury
and Pollock hopes he will be 100
percent by March.
Sophomore Jacey Harper holds
the top times in the 55-meter dash
and the 200-meter dash. His times
are 6.30 and 46.40 respectively,
which give him the best in the
league. Tucker leads the league in
the 55-meter with a time of 7.26
and in the 60-meter hurdles with a
time of 7.73. Junior Ian Potter is
third in both the 55-meter hurdles
and the 60-meter hurdles. Senior
Benjamin Hess leads three Tigers in
the pole vault with a third place
ranking of 16-2.
Seven Tigers and the 4x400meter relay team have provisionally qualified for the NCAA Indoor
Championships which will be held
in Fayetteville, Ark., March 9-10. Of
these qualified are Collins, Tucker,
Matthews, Mobido, Malcolm
Reynolds, Doug Ameigh, Kai Maull,
and the 4x400 team of Spain,
Harper, Copes, and Mobido.
Next weekend the men will
compete again in Blacksburg, Va.
This will be their last chance to
earn marks to send them to
Nationals. Under Pollock the Tigers
have won nine-of-10 ACC Indoor
Championships and have claimed
52 individual or relay conference
championships.
The Lady Tigers also received
many honors this weekend when
they took home second place after
receiving eighth in 2000. They
earned a team total of 98 points.
Thirteen Tigers rank among the
top 10 in the ACC, and, four
Clemson athletes lead the conference. The 4x400-meter relay teams
have already qualified for the
NCAA Indoor Track and Field
Championships.
Junior Jamine Moton claimed
ACC titles in the weight throw with
an ACC record throw of 20.06meters and in the shot put with
another ACC record of 15.9.8meters. Moton has already received
automatic qualifying marks for the
weight throw, and is ranked second
nationally. She has earned provisional marks for shot put, at which
she is ranked third nationally.
Cydonie Mohersill claimed the
league title in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 23.58 seconds. She
leads the league in the 55-meter
dash and the 200-meter dash. She
holds the fastest record for the 55meter in the conference with a time
of 6.86, and also an ACC best with
her 200-meter time of 23.18.
Marcia Smith won the 400meter dash with a time of 54.45.
The 4x400-meter relay team consisting of Marcia Smith, Lashonda
Cutchin, Michelle Burgher and
Cydonie Mothersill claimed the AC
"ACC championship team
results do not affect NCAA rankings.," said women's Head Coach
Marcia Noad." It all depends how
each individual athlete does at the
NCAA championships. We are still
expecting to do well though, we
should be top 10."
This meet was a success for the
Lady Tigers and the new coaching
staff. Noad is a former Tiger herself
who was and All-ACC and an AilAmerican during her career.
Nationals look good for Clemson
and they look forward for one last
chance to earn qualifying times for
Nationals. The Lady Tigers will also
compete in Blacksburg, Va, this
weekend.

tenders on the national scene."
Matthews' time also put him on
Clemson's all-time best list and
Tucker, who had the same score as
Matthews at the Iowa State Classic
of 7.73, was also put on this list.
Tiger Jacey Harper won the 60meter dash with a time of 6.74,
while Larry Griffin claimed second
with 6.89. The Tigers also took the
top three spots for the 200-meter
dash. Harper won with 21.35, Ato
Mobido was second with 21.50, and
Otto Spain claimed third with a
time of 21.66.
Mobido won the 400-meter
dash earning a provisional qualifying time of 46.57.
"I think Mobido has a good
chance at getting an automatic
time, if he performs well next
weekend," Pollock said.
Mobido holds the fourth-best
time in the nation with a mark of
46.40, which he posted at the Iowa
State Classic. Spain took second in
this race with a time of 47.81. For
the sweep in the 400-meter,
Garrick Copes took third with a
time of 48.00.
The 4x400-meter relay team
came out very strongly by winning
and earning a provisional qualifying time with 3:14.08. The team of
Spain, Harper, Copes and Mobido

University Housing presenter

Resident
Appreciation Week
February 27, 2001 — Holmes and McCabe area
February 28, 2001— Bryan Mall area
March 1, 2001 — Calhoun Courts area
12:304:00 p.m. each day
For more information, call 656-6796 or 656-2295.
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Tiger swimming and diving place fifth in ACC Championship

► Clemson is led by strong
individual performance in
weekend championships.
BRYANT STONE

staff writer
Despite matching its lowest finish in recent years, the University's
women's swimming and diving
team still managed to place fifth
overall at the 2001 ACC
Championships, accumulating 137
team points in Charlottesville, Va.
The championships were won by
the team from the University of
North Carolina, which finished
with 247 team points. Following
the North Carolina Lady Tar Heels
were the tournament hosts, the
University of Virginia Lady
Cavaliers. Maryland and Florida
State rounded out the top four.
The Tigers were led by strong
individual performances from
freshmen Alison Gjervold and Kate
Walker and from sophomores Elise
Thieler and Jenna Burtch. Gjervold
and Walker placed first and third
respectively in the bonus final of
the women's 200-yard individual
medley. Gjervold finished with a
time of 2:07.47 and Walker followed with a time of 2:08.78.
Thieler and Burtch placed first and
second respectively in the consolation final of the women's 50-yard
freestyle race. Thieler's winning
time of 23.14 seconds was less than
three-quarters of a second behind
the ACC record for this event, set by
Richelle Fox in 1998. Fox's winning
time was 22.40 seconds. Burtch's
final time in this event was 23.49
seconds.
The Tigers were not limited to
individual success,
however.
Clemson's 400-yard medley relay
team placed second overall behind
the team from North Carolina. The
Tigers relay team, which finished
less than a second behind the Tar

Heels, was composed of all underclassmen. The relay team included
freshmen Lindsay Kroeger and
sophomores
Burtch,
Mandy
Commons and Thieler. The Tigers'
finish time was 3:44.13, a hair
behind the time of 3:43.39 set by the
Lady Tar Heels.
As mentioned earlier, Lady Tiger
swimmers and divers have consistently fared well in recent years.
This success, however, extends back
as far as 20 years ago. Clemson has
never finished worse than fifth at
the ACC Championships and have
an all-time winning percentage of
.588 in regular season contests.
Over the years, the Lady Tiger
swimmers and divers have won
four ACC regular season titles,
along with championships in 1987,
1988,1989 and 1997. In addition, the
Lady Tigers have finished second
once in 1992, third on 10 different
occasions, fourth in six championships, and have placed fifth one
other time, in 1993.
Much of Clemson's swimming
and diving success can be credited
to head coach Bruce Marchionda.
Under Marchionda's current sevenyear tenure, this is the first time that
Clemson has failed to place at least
fourth at the ACC Championships.
Marchionda has guided the Lady
Tigers to a 47-23 overall record in
the last seven years and a 14-9 mark
in the ACC.
The Lady Tigers currently boast
one All-American, junior Ginny
Kirouac. Four Lady Tiger senior
swimmers, who swam in their
final ACC Championship this season/will leave notable impacts on
the program. Leslie Anderson will
graduate holding the sixth best
record at Clemson for her 100-yard
breaststroke time and will also
depart as a member of the fastest
200-yard freestyle relay team in
Clemson history. Betsy Potter has
led Clemson the last four years on

the one and three meter boards,
placing first in the 2000 one-meter
contest and third at the 1999 threemeter
competition.
Lauren
Rafferty is one of Clemson's best
all-time swimmers in five different

staff writer
As the semester progresses
along, so does the spring 2001 intramurals season, and as the season
progresses, so does the success (or
lack thereof) if several noteworthy
teams in different sports.
The competition has heated up
the last two weeks with several
upsets and some close games in the
top 20 rankings of the men's basketball league.
Top ranked 5 Star Camp held
their position, following a victory
over 10th ranked Sigma Chi Gold.
The key to 5 Star Camp's victory
was strong full-court pressure
defense, which forced Sigma Chi
Gold to commit several first-half
turnovers, allowing 5 Star Camp to
open up an early lead and never
again trail. Super Saiyan, the number two squad, won big with a 62-14
thrashing of the number six Str8
Ballas.
Super Saiyan, the two-time
reigning league champs, dominated from start to finish, applying
full-court pressure defense that
their opponent was unable to handle. RJ. Haynes led the Super Saiyan
efforts with 26 points and nine
dunks. Eugene Koon added a strong
contribution of 13 points..
In one of the best rivalries of
the men's division, fifth ranked
Pika Gold squeaked out a 42-39
victory over the 11th ranked SAE
Lions. The game was close, featuring physical play inside; the
Lions found themselves down by
three with seconds to go. A halfcourt shot to tie the game
rimmed out as the buzzer sounded, leaving the Lions short of victory. Tate Turner and Greg Himat
had 10 points each for Pika Gold,
while Eddie McLauren and Pete

Pigeon led the Lions' offensive
output with 20 and eight points,
respectively
The results of these games may
prove pivotal later as teams jockey
for position in the top 20 rankings
and for the playoffs.
Several games to be played this
week feature a number of teams
that may vie for the league championship.
In one of this week's games of
the week, Pika Gold will attempt
to remain unbeaten when they
square off against the sixth
ranked Fike Legends, who are
coming off of a rare tie with
eighth ranked Greenwave. In
other games of the week, 5 Star
Camp will defend their number
one ranking against the undefeated Buddah's Monk, who have
climbed up in the standings to
the 11th spot. Eighth ranked
Hoop Dreams will take their 1-1
record into play against Jerry's
Grandkids, who have opened the
season impressively at 2-0.
Because this week's edition of
The Tiger will be published
before results arrive, the scores of
these games will appear in next
week's edition.
Several deadlines are pending
for the sign-up of a handful of
spring intramural sports. The deadline for softball applications in Feb.
28 and applications for four-onfour flag football and sand volleyball begin Feb. 23. Applications are
due March 7. Play will not begin
until after spring break for football
and volleyball.
On a side note, competition m
the soccer and frisbee leagues
begins this week with games taking place on the intramural fields
both across from Fike Gymnasium
and from Explorer's Bar and Grill.

and the 200-yard backstroke.
Despite the loss of four of
Clemson's best all-time performers, the Lady Tigers look to build
on the success of their underclassmen this season.

confidence, pride,

[gri

and plenty of time
to shower before calculus.
in Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.
Stuff that &y|fds character and discipline, NofrM mention
niuscfes, ¥oy*l! also learn tow to think on your feet and be
a good leader, Taik to your Army BOTC advisor to fiW out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.

JHtMY £&I!D Unlike any 0thsr asUege zmxm ^ can tate.

For more information call Major Mangan at
(864) 656-3107

Intramural five-on-five
season in full force at Fike
BRYANT STONE

events, including the 100 and 200yard backstroke and breaststroke.
Charil Reasons will leave as one of
Clemson's top performers. She
holds a top 10 time in the 200-yard
freestyle, the 100-yard backstroke

CACTUS BLOSSOM
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The Tigers had trouble putting
the game away due to poor foul
shooting. Sharp shooters Scott and
Floyd were far from sharp, hitting
a combined 9-18 free throws for
the game. The team shot just over
53 percent from the line.
Clemson fans were no doubt:
worried after freshman Anna
Prillaman nailed: a three-pointer
and called a quick timeout, making the score I 2-67 Clemson, with
just under a minute to play.
However, etefan senior Andrea
Gains hit tv ree throws with 23
seconds o.
he clock, icing the
game for the :dy Tigers.
"That ., a senior moment,"
said Head; oa ; Jim Davis. "Those
free throw ■
clutch."
Virgin ;
id not keep up
with the • ;on guards, along
with the
nd shot blocking
ability v!
tth. Batth swatted two ■
be baskets out of
the air, pt fm six rebounds,
'and was a sc
5-6 from the field.
"Their tir ;:
-netration creates
shots for oth
said Davis. "They
get it done
< >od as any guard
duo in th,
Davis si ei ed more relieved
than any i h h
: i owing the game.
"We;
Ivors," said Davis. "I
don't thin!
were very sharp.
We didr
our A game
tonight."
The i
■ i vnpace forced a
lot of c
shots. The Lady
Tigers i
percent from the
field and
:he ball over 14
times v
,;nia shot 42 percent and
lurnovers. Davis
spoke o
.cally about the
final stre
lis team.
"I want b ave a four game
winnine si"■'■■ . going into the
ACC To j
•;. Davis said.

Georgia Tech Game
We all stepped up. Everybody
played and
played well.
Offensively, I didn't have a good
game, but I got 12 rebounds; I was
just having fun. We went to the
line a lot and ran the ball well in
transition. Our defense was on
point. We shut them down in the
second half.

Senior Night
I came out in the end with the
other two seniors, Nuria Forns
and Andrea Gains, and we were
just looking at the floor with the
underclassmen out there. I looked
at Krystai Scott and said 'Krystai,
that is your team' since she will
be a senior next year. Clemson
has meant so much to us seniors.
There is no place like it, there
may be another place like it, but I
don't know of it. In the press
room after the game, people
asked how I felt. Simply put, I am
from Atlanta, Ga but I grew up
here at Clemson. Between Coach
Davis, my teammates, school,
paying bills, everything; this is
where I grew up. Basketball is so
much more than a 40-minute
game: it is life I learned how to
work with people.

us, we beat Duke once and UNC
has beaten us twice. It is really
going to be mental because playing a team three times in a season
is so hard. When we won the
ACC Tournament in 1999, it was
so draining. All of the games
were close and very tough.
Everybody is out to get everybody; it is really going to be about
staying focused and executing.

Turnaround
Things are definitely leaning
our wa\ ..Coach Davis has been on
us a lot'to change and now we are
back in the swing of things. It
took a while though. What really
hurt us was the North Carolina
game. We tried to do everything
we were supposed to, but it did
not come out right. Before we
took winning for granted. Now
we know what we have to do to
succeed, and we are going fo
fight, nobody is going to quit.

Future PSans
I want to pursue a singing
career. He re is my plan: play in the
WNBA or go overseas, get my
masters in psychology, hopefully
be a child ssydbbtogist,
get my Ph.D., and if
that does not
work,
I
ACG Tourney
Usuai ;\ when you get a high- sins;
er bid in the ACC, it means you Broadway
have a better chance of playing a basketball
not
lower team. There are no lower does
teams in this league. We might work, I'll be
have to play Maryland, who has depressed
beaten us twice. We might have for a
fUut
to play NC - -.?e: who has!beaten"■:

n-ml

owl -j H.JU j

definitely came back to school
here.
How do you want to be
remembered when the
season is over?
A big sister to my teammates.
We ftght, I love them, they get on
my nerves, I get on their nerves,
they come to me about problems.
A sister, not a best friend or associate, a sister. I want to be someone they can always come back
and talk to because once a.Lady
Tiger, always a Lady Tiger. I have
so many parents here at
Clemson, I feel like a daughter to
many people. Clemson is like a
family to me. I also feel like a
ter to Coach Davis. We
have a good
.time
and
communiicate a lot.
IHe is definitely
a
'father figI ure to me.
He is just a
r
good male role
I model and has
taught me
tso many
things.
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HERITAGE AT RIVERWOOD
GRAND OPENING AUGUST 2001
Leases are now being signed!!
BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
FEATURING 1 BEDROOM 1 BATH and 2
BEDROOM 2 BATH
All apartments have a stove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
microwave, washer, and dryer, pool, tennis court, and
exercise room on property.

1 BEDROOM
$475
After Hours, Call:
654-3444, 888-

0200, 647-2268 •
FAX (864) 654-

9030

iUH Hipii^jrrKtCrD^g nor© <fe®W©lflffi(§lifi)ft it©

wm emu ffw rafei
non^ ©Sihdr taff@™nt5<§)ifi)
HOURS: Monday - Friday - 9am - 5pm
Saturday 10am - 3pm

8641653*771'

2 BEDROOM
$675
811 ISSAQUEENA
TRAIL • CENTRAL,

SC 29630

Baseball opens campaign with 2-1 series against Richmond
► Clemson drops in polls
after losinga disappointing
first game at home.

came out red hot to lead Clemson to
a 14-4 victory. With two outs in the
first inning, Khalil Greene singled
to left, which was followed by a Jeff
Baker home run over left. Jarrod
Schmidt did not waste any time
ANDY PALAND
assistant sports editor
adding to the score as he went
With great anticipation, the back-to-back with Baker with a
2001 season got underway last home run to give the Tigers a 3-0
Friday for the Clemson baseball advantage.
The scoring continued in the
team.
second
as Russell Triplett and Seth
After the great success of last
year's squad and a trip to the Miller singled. Next, Stone was hit
College World Series, fans and play- by a pitch, which loaded the bases.
ers alike were ready for the first After a balk by pitcher Bake
pitch. The Tigers' opponent, Leonards that scored Miller, Greene
Richmond, used two wild pitches reached on an error to again load
and five errors to grab a 10-5 victo- the bases. That brought up Baker
ry. The Spiders were led by Ryan who cleared the bases with his secMartin and Vito Chiaravalloti; each ond homer of the game, a grand
had two hits and two RBIs. Starting' slam to make the lead 8-0. Clemson
pitcher Mike McGirr got the victo- scored one more time in the bottom
ry while giving up three runs in six of the third as Greene singled to
drive in Stone.
innings of work.
The Clemson Clemsonoffense
Offensively, the Tigers were
paced by Kyle Frank and Casey again flexed its muscle in the
Stone. Frank went 3-4 with one RBI eighth inning as the Tigers added
and Stone went 2-3 with one RBI. five runs and put the game away,
Clemson starter Jarrod Schmidt got evening the weekend series.
the loss after giving up three runs, Starter Kevin Lynn picked up the
one of which was earned, in four win after five and one-third
innings that yielded just one
innings.
The Tigers rebounded in a big earned run on two hits while fanway on Saturday as the offense ning five.

As offense was the difference on
Saturday, pitching was the key on
Sunday. Junior Steve Reba gave the
Tigers a great performance by striking out nine batters in six innings.
Reba allowed just one run on two
hits and one walk to claim the victory.
The Tigers got on the scoreboard
in the second inning as Michael
Johnson's single scored Schmidt.
Chad Coder created a run on his
own after a single. An errant pick
off attempt of Coder allowed him
to reach third base and he later
scored on a wild pitch.
Clemson put the game out of
reach in , the sixth inning as
Coder and Johnson were again
involved. Coder singled to score
Schmidt and Johnson followed
with a two-run shot over left to
make the final margin of 7-3.
Johnson finished with three RBIs
while Coder added two.
The loss on Friday hurt the
Tigers' ranking as the team fell
from 10th to 14th in the Baseball
America poll, from fifth to 10th in
the Collegiate Baseball poll and
from eighth to 10th in the Baseball
Weekly/ESPN poll. The Tigers will
be back in action at home against
Furman Wednesday at 3 p.m.

SLIDING: The Tiger baseball team wraps up the team'sfirst week of competition at home at Tiger Field.

Lady Tigers close home season with a fifth straight conference victory
► Clemson seniors celebrate Senior Night in winningjashion.
RICK LOVEOAY

senior staff writer
On Senior Night at Clemson, it
was not a senior who led the Lady
Tigers to victory instead it was a
sophomore. Chrissy Floyd led
Clemson to a 68-49 win over the
visiting Georgia Tech Yellow
Jackets in front of a crowd of 3,810
in Littlejohn Coliseum.
In a game to honor departing
seniors, it was an entire team effort
that led to the win. Led by Floyd,
with 21 points, six rebounds and
three steals, Clemson swept the season series with Tech. The win
brought the 22nd ranked Tigers
closer to sealing up the second seed
in the ACC Tournament. Clemson
played Florida State Thursday
night in a game that would determine second in the conference. A
win would give the spot to the Lady
Tigers. The result of this game was
not available at press time.

Also pacing the Tigers in scoring were Krystal Scott and Maggie
Slosser. Scott scored 13 points while
dishing out five assists and pulling
down four rebounds. Slosser scored
10 points. Senior Erin Batth was
also a contributing factor in the victory. She recorded four assists and
pulled down a game high 12
rebounds for Clemson, which outrebounded Tech 40-27. Nuria Forns
and Andrea Games, the other-tweseniors on the team, contributed
five points, four rebounds and three
rebounds, three assists, respectively.
While Clemson fans were sad to
see the seniors leave, Georgia Tech
Coach Agnus Berenato had a slightly different opinion.
"I wish Clemson all the best and
hope to see them again in the ACC
Tournament, but I am happy to see
Erin [Batth] go," Berenato said.
Aside from rebounding, a key
factor was personal fouls. Tech was
called on 24 personals while
Clemson was whistled only 11
times. Tech's 24 personals accounted for 19 of Clemson points. The
Tigers shot 19-of-26 from the chari-

ty stripe, while Tech hit on only 6of-10 free throws.
Shooting was a troubled area for
both teams, but especially Tech.
The Yellow Jackets hit on only 19of-52 shots for the game, while only
five of 18 from three-point territory.
Clemson hot on 22-of-51 shots and
was substantially better from
behind the arc, hitting on five of 12
shots.
Georgia-Teeh was led in scoring
by Jamie Kruppa and Milli
Martinez, who had 12 points each.
Kruppa also pulled down 10
rebounds for a double-double.
With the win, Clemson
improved to 18-8 overall and 9-6 in
conference play. Georgia Tech
dropped to 12-13 overall and 3-11 in
ACC play.
The game was relatively close
for the first half until Clemson
started to pull away near the eightminute mark. A 14-2 run by
Clemson broke the 16-16 tie and
ended with the Tigers leading 3018. During this run, Clemson's
defense held Tech scoreless for 3:54,
the longest Tech scoring drought of

the half. Tech also had a 3:12 scoring
drought that ended a minute before
Clemson started its run. The Tigers
ended the half strongly with a 3726 lead.
The second half continued right
where the Tigers had left off.
Clemson's staunch defense allowed
Tech to score only 10 points in the
opening 16:39 of the second half.
Tiger defense also held Tech scoreless for streaks of 4:08,4:57 and 5:12.
While it was a strong defensive
showing, the offense also played a
big role. Clemson had two runs of
12-6 and 15-2 during this showing.
The 15-2 run was the key of the second half. The Tigers allowed Tech
to score only two points in a period
of slightly more 10 minutes.
"Our reaction to the ball was the
best it's been all year. I was very
pleased with our entire defense,"
Davis said. "Our help side defense
was as good as it's been all year."
On his departing seniors, Davis
had nothing but praise.
"Our three seniors have meant a
lot to this team. I've said for three
years that Erin is the best post

defender in the country," Davis said.'
"Nuria is not a very physical player,
but she has accepted the fact that
we asked her to play out of position
in the low post. She played defense
in the post better than I ever
thought she could and never once
complained. [Andrea] has been in
our program for four years and had
many bright moments. She didn't
get the playing time the other
seniors had, but she was our defensive stopper. We are really going to
miss them."
During the game, Batth
exchanged words with Scott on the
bench.
"I told her that it was her team
now, this was it," said Batth. "The
game meant a lot. It felt really good,
but the season isn't over yet. As I
look at all the stuff I've been
through, I'll say this—I'm fros^
Atlanta but I grew up in Clemson."
The growing experience is not
over for the team yet. The Tigers
have a week off before they compete in the ACC Tournament in
Greensboro, N.C, the first weekend
in March.

FROMTHEPRESSBOX

ACC Tourney action on the way
With March less than a
week away, the focus of
all college basketball
fans,is now on the NCAA
Tournament and respective conference tourneys. The ACC
Tournament tips off on March 811 in Atlanta, Ga., as the Tigers
and eight other teams vie for a
spot in the field of 64. If league
play the past few weeks is any
indicative of how the tournament will
unfold, it
should be a
very exciting
weekend.
First, there
was the upset
of top ranked
North Carolina,
Maryland blew
out Wake
Forest at home
by 20 points, and finally, Virginia
shocked Duke by two points.
For those of us who attended
the thrilling victory over North
Carolina last Sunday, we saw

signs of a Clemson team that
cou'ld give anybody some trouble
come March. The one aspect that
makes the conference tournament so appealing is the idea that
all records are thrown out the
window. It is one final opportunity for any team to muster all its
strength and ability to make one
final run at a possible NCAA
Tournament berth.
With a win over North
Carolina,
the Tigers
know that
they have
the game to
hang with
Andy Paland
the elite
assistant
teams in
sports editor
college basketball.
Somewhere
in the back
of their minds the team has to
know that they can play well,
pull some upsets and hopefully
cut down the nets out that faithful Sunday.

Realists always point to the
favorites to win and this year
many are expecting and wishing
for a round three battle between
Duke and Carolina.
Although this would be a
great game, I don't think this is
the year for either school. I am
looking for a team such as Wake
Forest, Virginia or Maryland to
get hot that weekend and come
away with the conference title.
As much as it pains me to root
against the Blue Devils and the
Tar Heels, it is something I will
have to get past. This will not be
the year for Tobacco Road
schools.
A perfect weekend would
have the Tigers making travel
plans for round one of the
NCAAs, but no matter what the
outcome, having the underdog
come away victorious is what
makes ACC basketball what it isgreat.
On the women's side, the Lady
Tigers have a great opportunity
to run the tables and repeat the

great ACC title run of 1999 this
season in Greensboro, NC The
Lady Tigers have defeated seven
of the nine teams in the league in
regular season play. Only
Maryland and the University of
North Carolina were able to
sweep the two games in the regular season.
Depending on the outcome of
the contest with Florida State, a
shot at a number two seed cannot
be ruled out. This will make the
road to the finals a little easier,
but not by much.
The Lady Tigers will enter the
tournament knowing they have
had success in the league, and
that they can beat any team in
the conference. The pressure on
the team is great, since a better
outcome in the ACC Tournament
means a better seed for the big
dance. Clemson is defenitly a
lock to have thier cards punched
this year.
The men's tournament has
multiple regional sites that host
the games, while the women's

tournament has the higher seeded teams hosting games in the
early rounds. This would be great
because Clemson would love to
play a few more games in
Littlejohn and have the Tiger fans
come out and support their effort
at a National Championship title
run.
The men's and women's basketball teams have had their
share of trouble throughout the
regular season/and nothing
solves problems better than winning games before and during
tournament play. All the hard
work and effort could result in
success in March.
All will be forgotten if the
men's and women's teams can
persevere to win three games in
three days and come home to
Tiger Town with nylon around
its neck.
Andy Paland is a senior majoring
in economics. Email comments to
letters@tiger.clemson.edu.
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Men's Tennis
Spring Classic, All Weekend, TBA
Golf
Puerto Rico Classic, Friday - Tuesday
Men's Basketball
at Georqia Tech, Sunday, 4 p.m.
Baseball
vs. Furman, Wednesday, 3 p.m.
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Tigers knock off Tar Heels
1 —-

I was there...
I said it, and I'll admit it, "There is
no way in hell Clemson will
beat UNC this Sunday."
Eating my words never tasted
as good as they did when that
game was over. That was bar none
the best basketball game I have
ever been to ?nd will be something
to tell the kids about. "Son, I
remember the time my 126th
ranked Tigers found some way to
beat the number one team in the
nation."
And to those of you who didn't
want to stand in line for your tickets, those of you who gave up your
seats to blue-clad UNC fans, and
those of you who have called for
Shyatt's job, well, hope you enjoyed
*-« our biggest upset in history from
the dorm. I was there.
Where to start? I'm tired of
hearing we won because UNC was
shooting poorly or because they
were sluggish coming off a biweek. We won because Clemson
raised their level of play. We won
because we were not intimidated.
We won because of the preparation and game plan of Shyatt.
Consider this: Nagys draining a
three, taking it to the hole and
banking it off the glass on purpose,
then capping all that off with a
perfect alley-oop to little used
wing player Jamar McKnight. You
can't help but pull for Nagys when
you see him raising the roof with
that goofy grin on his face.
How about Chris Hobbs? I hope
seven-footer Brendan Haywood is
still sore from having to crash the
ooards while banging up against
Hobbs. Hobbs pulled down some
crucial rebounds in the second
half, not to mention a textbook
reverse layup through an array of
UNC defenders in the closing minutes.
The guard play was also fantastic. You know Solomon will get his
points, but when he goes cold or
gets in foul trouble, others have to
step up. Ed Scott, besides icing the
game with his four-for-four free
throw shooting, managed four
assists and no turnovers all game.
—' Tony Stockman sent every
Clemson fan into near cardiac
arrest when he pulled up for an illadvised three with 47 seconds left.
When he released that shot, I was
one of the thousands (including
Shyatt) yelling something like,
"Sonofa-YEEAA!" Littlejohn went
into absolute pandemonium after
that shot went down. That was the
point when it finally started to
'dawn on us fans and those players
that we were going to win.
My favorite part of the game
was watching Shyatt after he
called timeout with a few seconds
-^ remaining. After telling his players
to remember and savor the
moment, he couldn't refrain from
jumping up and down with a look
of sheer jubilation. There could be
nothing sweeter than this for an
oft-persecuted coach whose trian.-^ gle and two defensive strategy was
a key in winning the game. This
was a big upset, because we
weren't even supposed to be able to
compete with these guys. I tip my
hat to the Clemson coaches and
players who had confidence in
~ themselves, who made the impossible happen and I was there.
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DAVID KALK/senior staff

HOOP ACTION: Will Solomon interrupts UNC's Joseph Forte's shot during Sunday's heated matchup.

[TAKING THE FALL]

ACL DANGERS

► Clemson shocks the
nation by beating number
one ranked UNC.

first half. UNC hit five three-pointers in the first nine minutes of play
to give it a 20:14 lead. In the last six
seconds of the first half, UNC inbounded the ball and went straight
BRIAN GARRISON
for Brendan Haywood. With the laystafl writer
in by Haywood at the buzzer, the
On Sunday afternoon, the num-~ Tar Heels took a 35-30 lead into the
ber one ranked college basketball locker room.
team in the nation made a visit to
In second half action, the Tigers
Littlejohn
Coliseum.
The came out strong. Jamar McKnight
University of North Carolina bas- pulled out a reverse layup to give
ketball team came to Clemson the Tigers the lead at 44-43. Will
sporting an 18-game winning Solomon, who scored 13 of the
streak; Clemson, on the other hand, Tigers first 17 points, hit a threebrought an eight-game losing pointer to give Clemson a 47-43
streak and a flashy ranking of 142 lead at the 12:56 marker. Later in the
to the contest.
half, Thomas Nagys found himself
The Tar Heels came off a 16- at the top of key trying to find
point win against 25th ranked someone to dish the ball off to.
Maryland eight days before. The After a couple looks for help, Nagys
Tigers, on the other hand, came off stood alone and decided to put up
an embarrassing 34-point loss to an for the three. Even with gasps from
average NC State team.
the crowd in reaction to Nagys's
After the collapse at NC State, shot, the shot fell, extending the
the eight-game losing streak had Tigers' lead to 52-45. This was.
begun to affect the Tiger squad's Nagys's second three-point basket
mentally. The days preceding this season, as well as the second in
Sunday's game were difficult.
his career.
"We had a lot of Ts and me's and
After some questionable shot
problems that have surfaced selections by the Tigers late in the
because they're symptomatic of game, Clemson still held on to its
losing," Head Coach Larry Shyatt lead 60-56. After a powerful putsaid.
back dunk by Haywood, it seemed
Clemson started out shooting that the Tar Heels were changing
the ball well. UNC put up small the game's momentum. Haywood
spurts of scoring, but the Tigers
played with the Heels the whole
SEE HEELS, PAGE 14

Tigers burned by Deacons
► Wake Forest's transition
game slows Clemson early in
Wednesdays matchup.
ANDY PALAND

assistant sports editor
Wake Forest Head Coach Dave
Odom put it best when describing
the game when he said, "there is no
way to explain this game." The
Tigers were handed their 15th loss of
the season as the Demon Deacons
coasted to a 92-60 victory.
The game started slowly for the
Tigers as Wake Forest jumped out to
an early 11-0 lead six minutes into

trticular
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Knee in Extension

the game. Many games start with
one team struggling, but things usually balance out and the score is not
so one-sided ae not tonight. Wake
Forest played great overall team
defense and the Tigers just were not
able to make shots as the game
quickly got out of hand before halftime. Wake Forest extended its lead
from 30-4 with seven minutes
remaining to 32 points by half time,
41-9.
Odom pointed to two stats that
contributed to his team's success
early in the game.
"Five steals by Broderick Hicks in
SEE WAKE, PAGE 14

Knee in Flexion

BONES ANYONE?: ACL injuries plague more female collegiate athletes than their male counterparts.
HOLLI ARMSTRONG

w

sports editor

ith female sports participation soaring,
individuals in the
sports medical community are
starting to observe certain
trends.
One such noted trend, or
epidemic, is the number of
ACL injuries plaguing female
collegiate athletes. A study
conducted by the NCAA
revealed that the average knee
injury rate for women athletes
was 2.4 times that of men.
Other sources showed that an
average of 2,200 female collegiate athletes rupture their
ACL each year.
When Indiana University
first added women's soccer,
seven of the 28 entering freshmen had to have had their

ACL reconstructed. Last year,
Connecticut Huskies Sue Bird
and Shea Ralph, who comprised the team's starting
backcourt, had three ACL
injuries between them. About
six years ago.Clemson had
five women's basketball players who were out with ACL
injuries.
Lady Tiger soccer player
Trisha Williams has torn her
ACL on three separate occasions. The first time she collided with a goalkeeper in the air.
"It felt like a fish hook had
been stuck through my leg
and pulled out my ligaments,"
Williams said.
Rehabiliation took five
months the first time, but after
tearing it for the third time, it
was a year before Williams
MVB KALK/scnior staff

SEE

ACL, PAGE 14

PUTTING IT UP: Edward Scott prepares to make a shot despite being held
by a Wake Forest defender.
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Ben Harper creates a fusion of good music
ALISON BRUCE

office manager

Imagine Bob Marley, Bob Dylan,
and B.B. King rolled up into one fat
blunt. Light it up and smoke it and
the result is Ben Harper. He is one
of the more innovative and talented musicians of this generation.
Harper artfully fuses old-town
blues, folk, and reggae roots with
gospel, a little bit of rock and roll,
and his signature slide guitar.
Students will have an opportunity
to hear his incredible music live
when
he comes
to
the
Spartanburg
Memorial
Auditorium on March 2.
Ben Harper was born in
October 1969 in a neighborhood
east of Los Angeles. He was introduced to music at an early age,
spending many of his childhood
afternoons in his parents' record
store. He grew up listening to blues
greats like Robert Johnson, Jimi
Hendrix, John Hurt, and Muddy
Waters.
When Harper finally picked
up the guitar, he gravitated
towards acoustic and slide. His signature guitar is the Weissenborn, a
hand-made lap slide guitar that
was only produced for about seven
years back in the 1920's. He has

admitted in interviews to owning
at least seven of them.
His first U.S. album, released in
1993, was Welcome To The Cruel
World. He followed it up with
Fight For Your Mind, The Will To
Live, and the recent Burn To Shine.
Harper actually released a small
album entitled Pleasure And Pain
back in 1992, but it was mainly
released in France with a limited
availability in the United States,
and it is difticult to find. He actually has a huge following with
French listeners that is much biggerthan his fan base in the U.S.
His American popularity is
growing though, partially owing
to the fact that he has toured with
and opened for such acts as the
Dave Matthews Band, Pearl Jam,
Beth Orton, REM, The Fugees, and
Metallica. In addition to those acts
he has played two Tibetan
Freedom concerts. He is now touring on his own.
Harper's songs focus on the
usual topics like love, family,
friendship, pain and regret.
However, he also takes a strong
stance on issues like marijuana
legalization, oppression, intolerance, and racial issues. He actively
supports legalization. He has also
been a known supporter of civil

rights issues such as the imprisonment of Leonard Peltier, a Native
American who has been given two
consecutive life sentences at
Leavenworth. penitentiary in
Kansas for the controversial murder of two FBI agents.
Many of his songs deal with
religion. He has been known to
make references to Allah and Jah
in his music, and his albums all
include several gospel pieces.
In a society where most mainstream musicians seem to be
uneasy about admitting to any
religious beliefs, Harper's open
attitude about God is refreshing
and speaks to his strong principles.
Harper's shows tend to be in
more formal venues, like his concert last January that was held at
the Peace Center for the
Performing Arts in Greenville. He
usually plays a good mixture of
songs from all of his four major
albums with a few covers. For his
Peace Center show, he covered Jimi
Hendrix's "Manic Depression" and
the Verve's "The Drugs Don't
Work". He has also been known to
cover Bob Marley, Pearl Jam, and
more Hendrix.
He usually includes an acoustic
set that showcases his beautiful

gospel songs like "Mother Mary"ancl "In The Lord's Arms", and love
ballads like "Just Another Lonely
Day" and "Beloved One". At the
Peace Center show, the entire auditorium fell completely silent during the acoustic set, and Harper
played in the glow of a single spotlight. Quieting hundreds of
screaming fans is a feat that is hard
to accomplish, and the effect was
absolutely breathtaking.
Harper's stage set-up always
features his chair center-stage covered with a brightly colored

Mexican blanket on a raised platform, surrounded by his band
mates and their equipment.
Harper introduced his band, The
Innocent Criminals, on the Will
To Live album in 1997.
Jack Johnson will open for
Harper in Spartanburg, as well as
in Athens at the University of
Georgia's Classic Center on March
1st. Tickets for both shows are
around $25.00 and can be purchased through Ticketmaster
online, by phone or at any of their
outlets.

Suit up with WSBFs "Metal Militia"
NlLANKA SENEVIRANTE

staff writer
This week on WSBF from 57 p.m. on Thursday you can
rejoin the "Metal Militia."
WSBF's weekly rotating specialty show will feature selections from one of the greatest
and most influential metal
bands of the past 20 years,
Metallica.
Hardly a metal aficionado
exists today in America who
does not name Metallica as one

of the first and most influential bands he or she listened to
growing up.
"Metal Militia" will feature
tracks from Metallica's first
performance, their first four
studio albums, and the Garage
Days Inc. album.
As of late, the band has
managed to stay in the spotlight by fighting Napster over
the rights to distribute mp3s.
They are also again searching for a bassist after their latest bassist Jason Newstead left

The aforementioned Cliff is
the band last month and plans
to move on with his life.
the one and only Cliff Burton
Newstead's absence will be who tragically lost his life durbittersweet as many have ing the Master of Puppets tour.
blamed him for the commer- Host Nilanka Senevirante will
cialization
of
Metallica's dedicate the show to Burton
music.
and will be joined in the studio
It is not that he corrupted by bassists and metal heads
Metallica. Rath'es he wafofj Jeff French and Ben Bro^n.
unable to put up the fight that
Join them Thursday, March
all true Metallica fans envision. 1, from 5-7 p.m. on 88.1 FM or
Cliff would have when con- www.wsbf.net.
fronted with the commercial
This will be a fitting tribute
monstrosities known as Load to a band that has forever
and Re-Load.
changed the face of metal.
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Survey fixates on personal gratification
JAMES STEWART

staff writer
I like sex. You like sex. We all
like sex.-Now that I have your attention, let's talk about the most powerful word in the English language.
This word, though small, plays a significant role in everyone's life.
Whether you're a parent trying to
jet your teenagers not do it or a colege student bragging to the friends
how many times you did do it, sex is
an important element in all of our
lives. But why is this word so important?
In a world in which technology
is omnipresent, sex can be found
easier today than ever before. Sex is
on television, on the Internet, and
even in the old-fashioned printed
version. Television advertisements
for sexual dysfunction are seen as
frequently as commercials for cars.
You can view pornographic material on the Internet. You can order sexual aids through the mail. The reason sex is so important is because
everyone thinks about it and we all
desire it at some point in our lives.
Last April, in a survey conducted by
ABC News, 82 percent of 500 adults
ranked a satisfying sex life as
important or very important to
them. The survey also found that 94
percent of the group, almost equally
divided between men and women,
agreed with the statement,

"Enjoyable sexual relations add to a
person's quality of life, even when
they grow older."
While sex is a word that everyone knows, not everyone agrees on
what is considered sex. Some
believe that you have sex only when
you engage in sexual intercourse.
Others believe that oral sex is having sex. In a 1991 study published in
1999 by the Journal of American
Medical Association, 59 percent of
599 college students surveyed do
not consider giving or receiving oral
sex as having sex. There are also
people who believe masturbation is
sex. And still others believe that
any touching of the genitals of
another is engaging in sex. While
we may not be able to agree on what
sex actually is, we all do have to
agree that sex is a part of our lives.
But in. a .society of Viagra and
orally-pleasing White House
interns, how important is sex to
you? Most college students would
agree that sex plays an important
role in our lives. A survey conducted by Colleges.com of 288 students
(44 percent male, 56 percent
female; 34 percent freshmen, 26
percent sophomores, 26 percent
juniors, 36 percent seniors) from colleges all over the nation about their
sex lives shows why sex is so important to the college crowd. Of the students asked, only 29 percent of the

students were still virgins. Seventysix percent of those surveyed think
that college students today have
more sex than college students did
10 years ago.
Now that we have established
why sex is important to most people, especially college students, it is
prudent that we establish how
important the quality of sex is to
these people.

"I like sex. You like sex.
We all like sex."

In a recent survey sponsored by
adameve.com, the nation's largest
mail order distributor of erotica,
and conducted by Yankelovich
Partners, found that 29 percent of
Americans rate their current sex life
as "great." Another 40 percent
ranked their sex lives as "good."
Only 12 percent rank their sex lives
as "poor" or "terrible," and 13 percent
say have "fair" sex.
Katy Zvolerin of adameve.com
stated that, "Young, single adults are
more likely to rate their sex lives as
'great.'" Of those ages 18 to 34 surveyed,
35 percent said they normally have

Carla Ulbrich and Bob Malone go to church
JAMI FAGG

staff writer
The Unitarian Fellowship of
Clemson is presenting Carla Ulbrich
and Bob Malone live in concert on
Saturday, Feb. 24 at 7:30 p.m.
Ulbrich, who is orginally from
Clemson, is an award winning songwriter, singer and guitarist.
South Florida Folk says, "Carla is
cute as a button, hysterically funny
and a phenomenal guitarist, possessing an original and [has a] lyrically creative folk repertoire."
Malone is a vortuosic barrelhouse
piano player from Los Angeles.
The L.A. Villiage View says,
"Malone pounds the piano and belts
out vocals with the fervor of a man
on fire."
Ulbrich decided she wanted to be
a classical guitarist at a very young
age.
She said, "When I was four, my
aunt came to visit for Christmas. She
brought her classical guitar. At that
point, I decided that I wanted to be a
classical guitarist."
She began taking guitar lessons
when she was nine and three years
later her teacher had taught her
everything that she could. It was
then that she joined the school band
and learned to play the flute, clarinet, tuba, piccolo and xylophone.
"Our band wasn't very good at
the time, so I had to change instruments to stay challenged," Ulbrich
said.
Ulbrich began writing songs
while majoring in music in college.
She wrote songs as an outlet from
the stuffy and stifling music environment of college.
She said, "I think a lot of us
singer-songwriters write songs partially because we can't seem to put
things into words at the appropriate
moment."
Ulbrich has played both classical
and rock guitar. She enjoys writing
her own music because it allows her
to gather inspiration from all styles
of music. Ulbrich plays music for
everyone. She plays country, swing,"
pop-ish, ballads, punk-ish, classical
guitar and even marching band
tunes played as guitar instrumentals.
She claims her favorite type of music
to play is instrumentals, saying "I
like to pick something really hard
and work on it for a long time."
Ulbrich is a hardworking artist.
Her songwriting and guitar playing
have landed her numerous honors,
including: first place, 2000 Mid-

Atlantic Song Contest; Best Upbeat
and Best Overall, 1999 South Florida
Folk Fest Song Competition for her
song "What if your Girlfriend was
Gone;" first Place, 1998 Mid-Atlantic
Songwriting Contest (open category); a national TV appearance and a
grant from the S.C Arts
Commission. She performs as a solo
act all over the East Coast, from
Florida to New Jersey, and has
shared the bill with such luminaries
as Cheryl Wheeler and Twiggy the
Water Skiing Squirrel. When she is
not touring, Ulbrich gives guitar
lessons. She has also written an
instructional music book for kids
and helped teach at a summer guitar
camp. For the past year, she has been
on tour promoting her first CD, Her
Fabulous Debut.

The past two weeks of her tour
have brought her together with fellow musician and friend Malone.
They played together three times last
week and three times this week.
Ulbrich and Malone usually get
together a few times a year for a
bunch of shows, either in the
Southeast or on the West Coast,
where Bob lives.
Ulbrich said of their relationship,
"I think I can speak for both of us
when I say we are members of the
mutual admiration society, which
makes it fun to share the stage."
They have even worked up some
duets for this set of concerts.
"Spiritual, cynical, songwriter,
Crescent City influenced, heir to the
legacy of Professor
Longhair and Dr. John ... astute,
funny and real" is the description of
Malone given in a recent review.
Malone grew up in New Jersey,
where he began taking classical
piano lessons at a young age at
which he pounded out Billy Joel
songs while his piano teacher wasn't
listening.
Later on he studied jazz piano
and arranging at the Berklee College
of Music. He is currently a critically
acclaimed world-touring recording
artist.
As his web site says, "There has

never been a box or a category quite
big enough to hold Bob Malone."
Malone's finely tuned song writing abilities and his gutsy, bluesy,
soulful style of singing have caused
critics to say things like: "There's a lot
going on in a Malone show, and all of
it's good... Malone's an almost encyclopedic compendium of blues and
roots piano styles...and as a scribe,
he's in John Hiatt's league." Malone
writes many styles of songs from
ballads, to New Orleans-style barroom stomps to virtuoso piano
chops and one-of-a-kind lyrical wit
and humor, the music is always
uniquely Malone.
He is one of the most remarkable
yet unrecognized musicians in the
business. However he is too busy
making music to care.
His career continues to flourish
and grow without the aid of a major
label. During the past year, he has
toured America, Europe and Japan
solo and with his band, as well as
playing a North American tour
opening for the Neville Brothers.
Sales of his CDs, Bob Malone and
The Darkest Part of the Night, have
well exceeded 10,000 units. He continues to appear on numerous critics' and DJs' top-ten lists, and the
awards keep coming.
In 1995, Malone was awarded
Best Male at the Boston Acoustic
Underground, and for the past four
years has been voted one of the Best
100 Unsigned Artists in L.A. by
Music Connection Magazine, which
also named his CD, Bob Malone, one
of the Top 10 CDs of the Year in 1998.
He has also been the recipient of the
Best New Artist Award at the 1996
Falcon Ridge Folk Festival, was featured in the "Acoustic Cafe Best 5
Unsigned Artists in America" show
and was a two-time finalist at the
Kerrville Folk Festival.
Prior to the release of his debut
album, The Darkest Part of the Night,
in 1996, Malone had already established himself as a "must see" live
performer. A publishing deal with
Critereon Music ensued, further
confirming his strength as a songwriter. His song, "Don't Tell Me
Where You've Been (Just Show Me
What You Know)," was recently featured on the critically acclaimed
ABC series Cupid.
This excellent concert event will
take place at the Unitarian
Fellowship, 226 Pendleton Road,
Clemson, at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 24.
Tickets are $5 for students, $7 for
adults and $3 for children.

"great" sex compared to 31 percent
of those age 35 to 49. The reason
that sex may be more enjoyable at
this time might be due to the fact
that the male and female sexual
peaks fall in the range of 18 to 34
years old.
According to WebMD, a man's
sexual peak is around 18 years old. A
man's sexual peak is usually measured by physical performance.
Around the age of 18, men usually
get erections most easily and quickly. They also have the shortest recovery period and are thus able to have
the greatest number of orgasms in a
limited period of time. A woman's
peak is anywhere between early
and mid-30s. A woman's sexual
peak is often gauged by sexual satisfaction, leading to the determination that women reach their sexual
peak at a later age. Women typically report that they enjoy sex the
most and have orgasms most easily
in their early- to mid-30s. This may
be because it takes them longer
than men to feel comfortable and
confident in their sexuality. Anxiety
about becoming pregnant may also
interfere with a younger woman's
enjoyment of sex.
The study also found that married couples are less likely to rate
their sex lives as "great." About 35

percent of those who are single said
that have "great" sex compared to 28
percent of those who are married.
Dr. Kenneth R. Fineman, a certified sex therapist, said, "Finding
new ways to elevate the level of sexual pleasure in a maturing relationship may be necessary as time goes
on."
So now we must answer the
question of how important a "good"
or "great" sex life is to the average
person.
Katy Zvolerin stated, "It is significant that so many people are finding pleasure in their sex lives. A satisfying sex life is not only a key
component of a stable relationship,
but it also is very healthy physically and mentally. It's a great way to
relieve the stress of day-to-day living."
So, what have we learned from
this article? One, sex is everywhere.
Two, not everyone agrees on what is
considered sex. Lastly, because men
and women experience their sexual
peaks at different times in their
lives, sexual satisfaction may
depend on the age both partners. So,
while some of you may be having
great sex now, better sex may be in
your future. Now, that really is
something to look forward to after
college.

Frank's Virtual Corner
When I was 12 years old, my
brother had a complex Lego city
that took over most of my parents' dining room. One time,
when I got mad at him, I took all
the heads off of people, and put
them on so the faces were backwards. Until I saw this website
(http://drew.corrupt.net/lp/ser
iesllitml), I thought that what I
had done was the sickest possible thing to do with Legos. (Note
to my mom: don't go to this
website, Fll explain later).
Keeping with the Lego
theme this week, here's a website that has recreated several
scenes from popular movies in
Lego form: http://www.geodties.co.jp/Hollywood/9060/cin
emae.html. There are scenes
from The Matrix, Monty Python
and the Holy Grail, and the original Star Wars trilogy. I'm gladl
don't have the time to do something as useless as setting up
Lego scenes from my favorite
movies, taking pictures of them,
and then posting them on a
website. Religious parody sites
on the Internet are priceless.
Although this next website is a

parody in name only, it holds
intelligent discussions about all
sorts of religious matters. The
website http://www.godh.atesfundies.com/ was originally
started as a parody of two well
known Christian web sites that
have now been shut down.
Apparently both of those sites
showed off a "fundie" (fundamental) style of thinking. One
good thing is the way the writers for this site keep an open
mind when arguing religious
ideals.
This next website has a pretty cool face demonstration of
facial animation. You can
manipulate a human face and
change the direction the eyes are
looking. Even though this type
of thing is totally useless, its cool
to play with, and I liked clicking
on all the presets really fast to
make the default face move
around. The funniest combination has to be what happened
when I alternated between the
happy and arrogant presets.
(http://www.mrl.nyu.edu/~p
erlin/facedemo/)
~Frartk Starter
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Rainer Maria

A Better Version of Me
Taking their name from
German poet Rainer Maria
Rilke, the three-piece band
known as Rainer Maria has
been putting together beautiful
indie rock tunes since 1995.
Their latest release, A Better
Version of Me, has them reaching a new height in indie music.
The band features Bill Keuhn
on drums, who at times can
deliver a tremendous assault of
percussion. On guitar is Kyle
Fischer, whose stage performance has him dancing and
thrashing all around. Perhaps
the most defining member of
the band is Caithlin De Marrais,
whose beautiful voice leads the
songs through a maze of guitar
and drum work.
As one looks over the band's
last few albums, there is a
noticeable progression of their
style. The early recordings are

rough and full of emotion. The
newest album displays its move
towards pop, with the tunes
becoming more gentle and
vocally oriented. The band has
turned down the distortion and
concentrated on the poetic verses that have made it so popular
in the underground music
scene. Considering Caithlin and
Kyle met during a poetry class
in college, it's not surprising
that the lyrics carry so much
meaning. You can learn what
an anathema is by listening to
the first track, "Artifical Light"
These kids are smart, and their
music reflects that, searching
for meaning behind love and
life. This album has turned up
the pop higher than the previous ones, something that is sure
to please a more mainstream
audience.
-Bobby Congdon
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Renowned fiction writer to visit Clemson
SUZANNE JAMIR

senior staff writer
Renowned
fiction
writer
Antonya Nelson from New Mexico
State University will be visiting
Clemson University next week.
Nelson is originally from Wichita,
Kansas. She obtained her undergraduate degree from the University
of Kansas and obtained an M.F.A in
creative writing from the University
of Arizona in Tuscon.

Since 1989, Nelson has been
teaching English and creative writing at New Mexico State University.
Nelson, Robert Boswell, and Kevin
Mcllvoy all teach in the New
Mexico State University M.F.A. program in fiction.
Nelson is the author of the novels
Talking in Bed (1996) and Nobody's
Girl (1998). She is also the author of
short story collections The
Expendables (1990), In the Land of
Men (1992), and Family Terrorists
(1994). Nelson's latest story collection, Living to Tell, came out in May
2000.
Talking in Bed won the 1996
Chicago Tribune's Heartland Award
for Fiction. The Expendables won.
the 1990 Flannery O'Connor Award
for Short Fiction. From Family
Terrorists, "Naked Ladies" won the
Best American award and "Dirty
Words" won the O. Henry prize.
In 1999, the New Yorker named
Nelson one of the 20 Best Young
Writers for the New Millenium. In
addition to being recognized,
Nelson's story "Party of One" from
Living to Tell was published in two
June issues of the magazine. She was
also invited to speak at the magazine's 75th anniversary celebration
in May 2000.
In April 2000, Nelson was
awarded
the
John
Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation
Fellowship, an award given to only
182 people selected from the United
States and Canada that year. She has
also been the recipient of the
PEN/Nelson Algren Award.
Nelson will be coming to
Clemson University as part of the
Richard J. Calhoun Reader in

Fiction program. Assistant Professor
of English Brock Clarke is the chair
of the Calhoun Readers committee,
and Assistant Professor of English
Catherine Paul is the co-chair. In the
spring semester, the committee
enables the English Department to
bring a writer to the university.
Paul says, "Particularly in a
somewhat rural location like
Clemson, students don't have many
opportunities to meet creative writers who have national reputations
but are not affiliated with the university. We believe it's a pretty cool
thing, though, to have a conversation with a writer about something
they've written or about the writing
process itself. For creative writing
students, such meetings offer a
glimpse of a world of writing
beyond Clemson, and for literature
students, it's a chance to finally ask a
writer questions about their work
and where it came from."
Nelson will be the third Calhoun
Reader; previous Calhoun Readers
include Lee K. Abbott and Dave
Smith.
Under the direction of assistant
professors of English Brock Clarke
and Keith Morris, Clemson
University creative writing students
will meet with Nelson on Thursday,
March 1, for a "roundtable discussion," during which Nelson will
speak and answer questions about
fiction writing. Students have been
given stories "In the Land of Men"
and "Fair Hunt" from Nelson's In the
Land of Men as well as "Unified
Front," which appeared in Best
American Short Stories of 1998.
A lot of the stories from In the
Land of Men focus on the attitudes
and habits of men, but the true focus
of the novel is family dynamics.
Nelson says, "I'm fascinated by families, and that's what I write about."
"In the Land of Men" is a story
about a woman who has been raped.
The story isn't sentimental and the
woman refers to the rape merely as
"the marked card, the one dividing
before and after." Her three brothers
catch the perpetrator a year later.
They kidnap him and stuff him in
the trunk of their car, giving their
sister her choice of revenge.
But it's a choice she is unable to
make. Instead, as they stand by the
road, she looks around, wishes for
time to stop and contemplates "the
lights and signs and authorities created by mankind to keep us civilized." Her fear isn't caused by her
male perpetrator but instead by her
vigilante brothers and the uncivilized measures they have gone to.
Also, from In the Land of Men,
"Fair Hunt" is a story about James, a

man whose wife, Dee, has
myeoblastic leukemia. Dee is constantly being shuttled from one
medical center to another for treatment and James is left home alone.
In trying to deal with his own pain,
he remembers hers: "Pain had
turned her ugly, impatient. The peacocks' noise made her shriek in fury
James once found her lying on the
bed slapping her own forehead and
cheeks, fighting what hurt her."
James fights against his pain as
well but does so by shooting their
farm animals that Dee loved. He
begins with a goat, proceeds with a
cat and the chickens. James only
stops because he accidentally hits a
dog with his truck. The unintentional killing unnerves him in the
same way his wife's most likely
incurable cancer does. There is
nothing controllable or fair about
death in this story, even though
James needs to believe there is. "He'd
killed her animals. But never once,
until this moment, did it occur to
him there was any other way. He
had only done what he knew he
had to."
Other exceptional stories in this
collection are "The Happy Day,"
"Adobe," "Inertia," and "Bare Knees."
Also from In the Land of Men, "Bare
Knees" is the basis of the novella
"Family Terrorists;" both the story
and the novella explore the relationship of brother and sister Lynnie
Linx and John Gamble.
Nelson's fiction is not sentimental, and Nelson herself says, "I mistrust sentimentality." Her style is
humorous and resembles the wryness of contemporary writers Lorrie
Moore and Grace Paley.
Clarke says, "Catherine Paul and
I wanted to bring Antonya Nelson
to Clemson because she's one of the
few writers that can write about
socially weighty things in such a
way that makes you—for a while at
least—forget how weighty they
actually are. She's one of our funni" est writers, but unlike a lot of funny
writers, she uses humor as a way
into our world's knottiest problems,
not as a way out of them."
Nelson lives in New Mexico with
her husband, Robert Boswell, also a
writer and professor of English at
New Mexico State University, and
their two children. She is currently
working on a collection of short stories called Female Trouble, which is
scheduled to come out in April
2002.
Nelson will be reading in the
auditorium of Vickery Hall on
March 2 at 7 p.m. She plans to read a
new story from Female Trouble.
There is no fee for admission.
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Upstate Rosen Stereo Location!
Duffy's Western Shop, Seneca

'Remembering Rambo"
Presented by

Adults $12 • Children $5

Easy Bend Rodeo Co.

Call 864-646-2717

Stock Provided By

for more information

Ken Treadway

$1
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One Large One Topping
I HHHBI and One Large Order of
I ^^
Cheesesticks

Expires 12/01. Additional toppings extra. Tax not included. Valid in Clemson only.

Two Large One Topping

One Large One Topping

$7.99
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Theron, Reeves movie is more bitter than sweet
SWEET NOVEMBER

Rated: PG-13
Review:
**
«>
KATIE SMOAK

assistant time out editor

Sweet November is a remake of
the 1968 drama starring Anthony
Newley and Sandy Dennis, and
this version fails at the romantic
attempt.
Keanu Reeves plays Nelson
Moss, a workaholic advertising
executive with no time for anything social in his life. Granted he
has a girlfriend, (Lauren Graham,
from TV's Gilmore Girls) and a
great apartment and car, but he
doesn't realize that he's about to
suffer career burnout.
Fortunately, he meets Sara
Deever (Charlize Theron), a freespirited animal rescuer who
quickly decides to take on Nelson
as her "monthly project." Of
course, he adamantly believes
she's off her rocker and dismisses
the idea. After he loses his job

and his girlfriend dumps him,
however, he decides to take up
Sara on her offer.
Despite his reservations,
Nelson finds himself falling in
love with Sara and her strange
idiosyncrasies. Sara is
keeping
a
secret
though, that will
leave him asking
himself why he
fell for her.
Nowadays,
you can get the
entire synopsis
of the movie just
by watching theses previews. .If
you have seen the
trailers, it is pretty
clear to you where this
movie is headed. Sara is gravely
ill and Nelson must choose
whether to walk away or
embrace the time they have left
together.
Theron gives an honest and
heartfelt performance as Sara,
but Reeves grates on the nerves as
soon as you see him trying to
express feeling. His wooden performance proves he is not only
incapable of being more than
monotonous, but also that he
cannot handle the male romantic

lead. Even when we think there
are signs of him becoming emotional, he disappoints the audience by delivering his lines in a
comatose manner. (My advice for
Reeves is to stick to movies like
The Matrix.)
Altogether, the movie
fails to ever capture the
audience's attention,
which is ironic considering its length (124
minutes).
While it has some
tender moments, the
majority of the movie
leaves you wondering*:;
how the director andp
writers will conclude.
And the ending definitely I
makes you think, "Is that it?"
As for originality, Sweet
November gets the award for
being most generic. This plot has
been overused and exhausted.
Think of last year's Autumn in
New York and Here on Earth.
However, one thing that does
make the movie more bearable is
the music. With songs by Enya
and the Barenaked Ladies being
played in the background while
the characters are frolicking, you
almost think that this movie is
sweet; that is, until the songs end.
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Fierce rodeo competition rides into Clemson
KATHRYN MOORE

staff writer

Eight seconds does not seem
like that long to most people, but
to the daring cowboys clinging
onto the thrashing bull beneath
them, it can seem like eternity.
This fight between cowboy and
bucking bull is one of the most
exciting events to watch in sports
entertainment today. Now, you
have the chance to watch this
struggle first-hand when the T. Ed
Garrison Arena in Clemson hosts
■ The Clemson Spring Roundup
2001 World Championship Rodeo
on March 2 and 3.
Nevertheless, rodeo is not all
about the bucking bull and bron-

cos. Today, rodeo is considered a
true American sport, usually consisting of seven separate events.
Cowboys and cowgirls from all
over the States come to the rodeo
to display their athletic talent in
the individual events and compete for the ultimate goal - to win
a World Championship. This road
to the championship does not
come easy.
As Dale Yerigan, 11-time
International
Pro
Rodeo
Association steer wrestling world
champion, put it, "Some of it is
luck. Some of it is skill. A lot of it,
though, is mental and having that
drive and determination to win it
all."
This drive and determination

Buy and Sell Stuff
Restauranf Menus!
Rate Your Professors)

that Yerigan mentions is truly
important in the rodeo world.
Along with the ever-present fear
of injury, rodeo brings along
countless hours on the road. It is
common for a rodeo competitor to
obtain a travel log averaging
75,000 miles per year. This
includes entering and competing
in about three or more rodeos a
week. This may seem tiring to
most, but these cowboys and cowgirls are accustomed to the strain
of the rodeo life. Many of today's
rodeo participants come from traditional ranch or farm backgrounds. To them, rodeo is simply
their usual way of life with added
rules and regulations in order to
provide competition. Also, a bulk
of the contestants start at an early
age, participating in youth and
high school rodeos. Thus, rodeo
becomes a way of life, a life lived
in pursuit of perfecting one's
game.
Now, Clemson has a chance to
watch the heated competition of
rodeo. Allan Quinn, with Easy
Bend Rodeo Co. of Easley is producing the Clemson Spring
Roundup
2001
World
Championship Rodeo, and guarantees that it will host some of the
"best cowboys and cowgirls from
all over the States," yielding major
competition. The competitors
during this rodeo will compete for
money prizes, which later convert

^See trie Downtown
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its a.9i^!n.son thing_

to points. The points cumulated
here, as well as at other rodeos,

The 2001 Student
Qovernment <PresidentiaC
and ^ice (PresidentiaC
(De6ate

count toward each competitor's
placing
in
the
World
Championship.
The Clemson Spring Roundup
is sanctioned by the International
Pro Rodeo Association and will
operate under its rules. The association was founded in 1957, and is
headquartered in Oklahoma City,
Okla.
Today, the association
boasts over 4.2 million fans and
520 sanctioned events every year.
Last
year,
the
renowned
International Finals Rodeo had a
record total payoff of $275,000.
Along with watching fierce
competition, spectators of the
Clemson Spring Roundup are sure
to witness loads of entertainment.
Each performance will open with
a special patriotic flag grand
entry presentation. The seven
main rodeo events will follow,
ending with bull riding. The
bucking bulls and horses at this
rodeo will be from Ken
Treadways' champion line of animals. These animals will do their
best to defeat all of the determined cowboys at the rodeo.
Any rodeo is not complete
without the rodeo clowns and
other thrilling entertainment. At
this rodeo, Rodney "Shotgun"
Gaston will be on hand to provide
laughs and amazement to all ages.
With him he will have his two
new tricks Brahma bulls, his trick
mule, Roman riding ponies and a
comedy clown car act. Gaston is

no stranger to the local area. His
bull, Rambo, was shot and killed
by the Seneca Police department
in 1998 after the Apple Festival
Rodeo in Westminister.
Despite the setback, Gaston
assures, "I'm back and still rockin'
and rollin', and you can't keep me
down."
Viewers can be sure that
Gaston's performance is an act
they do not want to miss.
Fans can also catch Gaston at
various locations in the local area.
On March -3 from 10-lla.m.,
Gaston will be at W & W Mobile
Homes Sales. Also, from 11:3012:30 p.m. he will make an appearance at Performance ChevroletBuick. Both locations are situated
on Highway 123 in Seneca. At
these sites, Gaston will be on hand
with his trick bulls to answer
questions, take pictures, and sign
autographs.
The rodeo will start at 8 p.m. on
Friday, March 2 and Saturday,
March 3. Reserved seating is $14
while general admission is $12.
All children's tickets are only $5.
Spectators are urged to buy tickets
in advance due to popularity of the
show, especially on Saturday.
Advance ticket purchases can be
made at all Upstate Roger Stereo
locations and at Duffy's Western
Shop in Seneca. For more information, contact Allan Quinn at 864859-4364, or the T. Ed Garrison
ticket office at 864-646-2717.
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It's not your typical Survivor
CAST AWAY

fc

Rated: PG-13
Review:

#$«$
AMANDA PARLER

staff writer

Tom Hanks is probably one of
the greatest actors of all time. His
films usually make a lot of money
at the box office and earn a great
number of award nominations.
Cast Away is no exception. It was
released to theaters on December
22nd, and is still in the top 10
movies this weekend. Hanks won
the Golden Globe for Best
Performance by an Actor in a
Motion Picture-Drama. It has been
nominated for Oscar .awards. It is
worthy of the praise and awards, as
it is one of the best movies of the
year.
It is the moving story of FedEx
troubleshooter Chuck Noland
(Tom Hanks) and his dedication to
his work. Although you would
think a story about a workaholic
who leaves his girlfriend Kelly
Frears (Helen Hunt) on Christmas
Eve to go on an emergency FedEx
trip would not be moving, the
struggles that he endures when he
gets trapped on an uninhabited
island are emotionally moving for
anyone. The.thought of his girlfriend is the only thing that keeps
him going while on the island.
The movie begins showing
Noland's dedication to FedEx and

how he puts FedEx packages closer
to his heart than his friends and
family. On Christmas Eve, he gets
called in to work and leaves on a
plane that is headed into a storm.
The plane makes an unsuccessful
attempt to dodge the eye of the
storm and it crashes over the South
Pacific. Noland is the only one of
the five passengers to survive in an
inflatable raft from the plane.
After the storm, he wakes
washed ashore on an island and
quickly discovers he is alone. He
begins to see FedEx packages
washed ashore and picks them up.
After a few days, he has gathered
about 15 FedEx packages in which
he has sorted by the type of package and does not dare open. This is
one of the comical aspects of the
movie.
Noland is stranded on the island
for a long, long period of time. So
long, in fact, that no one would
even bother to look for him anymore. Eventually, he opens all but
one of the packages and finds
things, such as a volleyball, ice
skates, a party dress and videotapes. The one package he does not
open he claims saved his life. There
are wings drawn on the box that
inspire him, but he never, throughout his entire stay, opens the box.
What makes this movie a little
easier for us to understand is that at
the beginning, Noland lives in a
very fast paced technological
world. Noland lives by his watch
and his pager. In the movie, he tells
the Federal Express employees "We
live or die by the clock." When
Noland. gets stranded on this island
with no working clock and a waterlogged pager, he feels a great sense
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Shout: "Hooray for Boobies
This past weekend three of my
Theta Chi fraternity brothers and I
went to New Orleans for the First
Weekend of Mardi Gras. Four
words sum it up: Holy Poop
Scoopin' Fun!
Going to New
Orleans is like going to a different
country where it is custom to do
what makes you feel good Now it
might be the new Sodom, but it
was a hell of a lot of fun. The cops
were the nicest I have ever met. I
even heard one say "You need
another beerP
When we first got down to
I .ouisiana, I noticed that its climate
was extremely like Florida's. Didn't
surprise me cause Florida is a
neighboring state. I went down
there thinking we were going to
have a lot of fun. We were wrong.
Words cannot describe the great
experience we had, but the video
camera can. We are thinking about
selling copies over E-Bay. The
Bloodhound Gang has a CD that
sums up my thoughts of last weekend: Hooray for Boobies.
During the daytime, we went to
parades and little stores, like one
would find on the strip at the
beach. Most of the stores sold souvenirs like shirts and beads. Tip: If
you are male and are going to
Mardi Gras, buy beads before hand,
and buy big shiny ones at that. If
you are female, you can more than
likely get any pair of beads you
wanL depending: on how flirtatious you feel You can also catch
beads that they throw out at the
parade. Hint: Beat.up old defenseless : people for. the good: beads they
always seamed to satch thenvand
while you are just standing at the
parade route be sure to watch you
wallet. That is when,the pickpocketsare most active.
At night is a,:whole different
story. Wow. Bourbon: Street is the
best place in the world. I am tb inking,about quitting Ctemson and
transferring to Tulane. Bourbon;
Street is a party-that just doesn't:
stop. People are every where drinking, hanging oil the balconies and
showing the world their "true" colors. Not just young people where

of isolation. He cannot reach or be
reached by anyone, and he also
cannot maintain a sense of time.
Noland eventually turns the
volleyball that he found in one of
the packages into a head. He uses
the blood from his hand to make a
face and then wipes away places for
eyes and a mouth. This volleyball
stays with him for the entire time
on the island and is his only
method of maintaining his sanity.
Noland talks to it like it is a person
that can talk back to him. The volleyball and his conversations also
offer comical relief in tense situations throughout the movie.
As I said, Tom Hanks gives an
award-worthy performance and
probably one that made the movie
as great as it is. Randy Thom, who
did the film's sound effects, is nominated for an Oscar award. They are
truly captivating, from the peaceful sounds of the ocean to the
harshness of the plane crash.
As you will see when you see
Cast Away, the volleyball plays a
significant role in the film and in
Noland's life. The volleyball,
Wilson the Volleyball, was named
Best Inanimate Object of 2000 by
the Broadcast Film Critics
Association. One of the volleyballs
used in the movie sold for $18,400
at an online auction.
Many critics have said the directors and producers took a big risk
when making this movie because it
was primarily a movie about one
man with one story. However, this
movie offers. comedy, tragedy,
drama, romance, action and suspense. Cast Away has many stories
buried within the main story. It
provides romance with the presence of Noland and Frears. It has
action-packed suspense sequences
as he tries unsuccessfully to escape
from the island.
Cast Away is. a movie for all
,kinds of peoples realistic images
make it easy to put yourself in
Noland's situation. The movie
touches your heart in a way most
action or suspense movies cannot
and also contains a bit of comedy
that most tragedies need.
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Timothy Wright
staff writer

aged as fftig as you are not hurting
anyone.
So are you planning on going to
Mardi Gras? Here are a few things
you might need to know. Staying in
the French Quarter is extremely
expensive, anywhere from $300 to
$500 a night. If you intend on staying in the French Quarter then
make your reservations really early,
such as five to six months a head of
time. Bring beads, cameras, clothes,
a jacket or sweater, money and a
good pair of walking shoes. Ladies,
please wear leather pants and loose
tops if you are going to be exchanging something for beads. If you are
not going to be exchanging for
.beads then wear a shirt that says, "I
do not flash for beads". That will
save us all a lot of trouble and
embarrassment
If you are not going to stay in the
city then you will need to make
reservations anywhere from a
month to a week before you leave
Cheaper rooms, range from $70 to
$200anight Westayedabouta 20minute drive from the city. Parking
on average is:$10. per 12 hours. I
prepared to walk;
From Clemson it takes about
nine hours to drive to New. Orleans.
I would suggestleaving on a Friday
afternoon and -coming back on
Monday afternoon. Make sure you
are with some strong people, that
will make you come back, because
you might just wind up staying the
rest of your life.
Timothy Wright is a junior
majoring in packaging scien
Email comments to
timeout@toger.clemson.edu.
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INTERESTED IN
GRADUATE SCHOOL?

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

% Tillman Ayditotium
THE UNIVERSITY OP SOUTH CAROLINA AT COLUMBIA IS

INTERESTED IN RECRUITING STUDENTS FOR THE TRIO RONALD
E. MCNAIR POST-BACCALAUREATE ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM.

§ PW Wednesday
March ?

THE GOALOF THIS PROGRAM IS TO ADDRESS THE SHORTAGE OF
MINORITIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION BV HELPING STUDENTS ENTER
AND PREPARE FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL.

FREE ADMISSION
wMie passes last*

PROGRAM BENEFITS INCLUDE
♦
VALUABLE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
♦
ADVISEMENT ON THE GRADUATE SCHOOL APPLICATION PROCESS

♦

INFORMATION ON HOWTO FINANCE GRADUATE SCHOOL

♦

A GENEROUS STIPEND

IHFOftcal! 650-4357
* Passes wtll fee distnfcused
information 0es«s
University Ur»c
Student Center

PROGRAM EUGIBILITV REQUIREMENTS:
♦ FIRST-GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENT (NEITHER PARENT

♦
♦

RECEIVED A FOUR-YEAR DEGREE)
FULL PELL GRAI^ ELIGIBILITY
AHmiCALDISABILnY.ESPECIAtLYTHOSEWHOAREFIRST-
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GENERATION COLLEGE STUDENTS AND/OR QUALIFY FOR FULL
♦

PELL GRANT EUGrorLTTY
ATLEAST60HOURSCOMPLF^EDTOWARDABACHELOR'SDEGREE

♦

AT LEAST A 3.0 CUMULATIVE GPA

♦

U.S. CmZHNSHIP OR PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENCY
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MMtti pmun (•■ *«* {M'Oaft

B3RMORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT ANNA J*OORE,l^
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COLUMBIA TWO McNAmP*oc^Cooi^^^

5125, oRvisrrouRWBBsrrE AND DOWNLOAD AN APPLICATION AT

At*

liyWetFeet.com
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doing it but older people as well.
Being a gentleman has no place on
Bourbon Street. In fact it is frowned
upon. Deviant behavior is encour-
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WHATS HAPPENING
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23
• George Carlin at the Peace
Center in Greenville 8 p.m.
• Mardi Gras Ball at the
Madren Conference Center
$75 cover 7 p.m.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Brooks Center $15 adults/
$13.50 senior citizens/$7
students 8 p.m.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
• Cabaret at the Peace
Center Feb. 27- March 4

V

• Story Salad at the Peace
Center in Greenville 10:30
a.m.
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 26
• Hesperus and fiddle champion Bonnie Rideout at the

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28
• Michael Hughes at Tiger
Town Tavern
• Second City Improv
Comedy Troupe at Tillman Hall

THURSDAY, MARCH 1
• Backyard Green at the
Esso Club
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
• The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe at the Clemson
Little Theater, Inc. March 2-4
and 9-11
SATURDAY, MARCH 3
• "From Out of the
Silence: Shakespeare on

Film" by Herb Coursen at the
McKissick Theater in the
Hendrix Center. Free 3 p.m.
• film: Love's Labour's
Lost at the McKissick Theater
in the Hendrix Center. Free
7 p.m.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4
• A Midsummer Night's
Dream at the Brooks Center
$15 adults/$13.50 senior citizens/$7 students 8 p.m

[00: l< ':/; :J^
'^FEBRUARY 23," 2001

TO UST EVENTS m THE
CALENDAR FREE,
.

CAU 6$6»0388
MONDAY, MARCH 5

• Tri-ART Paz Memorial
Workshop at the Brooks
Center, open to school groups
only 9:30 a.m.
• presentation by Jean E.
Howard, "Mediterranean
Adventuring" Free 2:30 p.m.
• presentation by Douglas
Brooks, "From Stage to Page
and Beyond: Shakespeare's
Textual Odyssey" Free 4 p.m.

II
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Madame Oeo thinks she knows
the score. So instead of looking
toward me for your future, waste
99 cents per minute calling her
900 number; I'm sure she'll be
happy you called.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20}
Be wary of police officers and
other authority figures. They're
out to get you, not to help you!
Don't you realize that? They
don't want to help you, they want
to ticket you, fine you, harass
you, embarrass you and just plain
attack you! They will hunt you
down this week, so avoid them at
all costs.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
I see that you lost some money
last week through various activities that are highly illegal. Spend
this week hoping that you'll get
some of it back or that your parents will send the monthly
allowance.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Avoid speaking your mind unless
the time is right. People don't
always like to hear what you
think is right. Actually, it gets
pretty annoying after a while. So
take it slow, make sure you know
what you're saying before it
comes out of your mouth.
Leo (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Avoid sharing that juicy secret
you heard about the girl next
door to the whole
complex/floor/suite. It's not that
important and in the long run,
it'll hurt you a lot more than it'll
help you. What's the point of
spreading gossip anyway?
Weren't we supposed to have
outgrown that in high school?
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)
Trouble with the law lately has
forced you to worry and contemplate almost everything you do.
It'll be healthier if you try to
avoid the subject and spend time

with the people who matter most
to you. It is in this time period
that I'm sure you'll find out who
your true friends are.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
Parents are useful. Not only did
they provide you with life, they
provided you with money.
Money is something I see you'll
need more of when you are ticketed this week for possession of
alcohol if you're under 21, or if
you're older, for possession of an
open container. These tickets
cost money, a lot of money, but
that doesn't mean you have to
tell your parents. The best thing
about them is that they're far
away (oh, and they have money)
so you can tell them whatever
you might need money for and
then use it to pay off your tickets.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
Try to concentrate on your serious school projects in the coming
week. If you feel the urge to

take a moment and chill out, then
do it, but only for a short while.
You'll need to keep your mind
and body in full concentration to
complete this project effectively.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec.

21)

Love is in the air with someone
you totally would not expect.
Try to keep your eyes open for
people that you didn't ever think
you would be attracted to. You
never know, you might meet the
person of your dreams.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Old conflicts with old friends
will rise up again in the coming
week. Try to look at the bright
side of these disagreements;
believe me there is one..-,At the
end of this week you and your
friend will rebuild your friendship on love and trust by avoiding past mistakes by BOTH of
you.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
I see that you'll be spending
some time this week somewhere
where you don't want to be.
Instead of worrying about that, I
would suggest you do what you
normally do, and remember that
in life things always work out for
the best, unless your last name
starts with a Z, then you're
screwed. Sorry.
Pisces (Feb. 19 - March 20)
If your birthday happens to fall
on the 29th on February, then
you don't need me to tell you no
one will be saying those two
happy words this year. Hey, you
got lucky last year with it being a
leap year and all. Look on the
bright side, you only have three
more years until your next birthday! For the rest of you Fish, be
happy you weren't born on the
29th. Celebrate with a 32 oz.
beer and a cheap cigar!
-K.T. Charisma, Astrologer to the masses

The Tiger!
Crossword
Puzzle
Solution to Last Week's
Crossword Puzzle Below:

ACROSS
1 Sum
4 Talk back
8 Old India copper coin
12 Hawaiian garland
13 Medicinal plant
14 College official
15 Elevated railroads
16 Exercising moderation
18 Make happy
20 Bid (p.t.)
21 S. New England state {abbr.}
22 Jelly
23 Number

27 Democrat (abbr)
29 Dog
30 Trite
31 Extended play (abbr.)
32 Father's boy
33 Sun
34 Southern state (abbr.)
35 Cloth cap
37 Rule
38 Number
39 Sea bird
40 Hours of tight

41 Midwest state (abbr)
42 In bed
44 Flower

47 Drink maker
51 Attempt
52 Vivacity
53 Chair
54 Direction (abbr.).
55 Leader (abbr.)
5C Makes mistakes
57 Legal point
DOWN
1 Leeward side
2 Secluded, wooded valley
3 Take away gun

4 Glut
5 Beer
6 Sad
7 Calyx of flower
8 Gland near the kidneys
9 Teachers group (abbr.)
10 Native (abbr.)
11 Saturated hydrocarbon (suffix)
17 Edward's nickname

19 Scale note

22 Weapon

24 Not out
25 Central part of church
26 Dash

27 Owe money
28 Fencing sword
29 Bed
30 Ribbon
32 Lawmaker
33 Articulate
36 Railroad (abbr.)
37 Object for climbing
38 Tear; badly worn
40 Thick
41 Sing., present of be
43 Am
44 Crafts
45 Gaelic language
46 Whiskeys
47 England's electronic media (abbr
48 Appendage
49 Free of something
50 Hearing organ
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